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Victor Kalvin
Abstract
We develop the complex scaling for a manifold with an asymptotically cylindrical
end under an assumption on the analyticity of the metric with respect to the axial
coordinate of the end. We allow for arbitrarily slow convergence of the metric to its
limit at infinity, and prove a variant of the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem for the
Laplacian ∆ on functions. In the case of a manifold with (noncompact) boundary it
is either the Dirichlet or the Neumann Laplacian. We introduce resonances as the
discrete non-real eigenvalues of non-selfadjoint operators, obtained as deformations
of the Laplacian by means of the complex scaling. The resonances are identified
with the poles of the resolvent matrix elements ((∆− µ)−1F,G) meromorphic con-
tinuation in µ across the essential spectrum of ∆, where F and G are elements of
an explicitly given set of analytic vectors. The Laplacian has no singular continuous
spectrum, the eigenvalues can accumulate only at thresholds.
Key words: complex scaling, asymptotically cylindrical ends, resonances,
accumulations of eigenvalues, absolutely continuous spectrum, thresholds
AMS codes: 58J50, 58J05, 58J32
1 Introduction
We consider a manifold (M, g) with an asymptotically cylindrical end. This
means thatM is a smooth non-compact manifold of the formMc∪ (R+×Ω),
where Mc is a compact manifold, and R+ × Ω is the Cartesian product of
the positive semi-axis R+ and a compact manifold Ω, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Furthermore, the metric g asymptotically approaches at infinity the product
metric dx⊗ dx+ h on the semi-cylinder R+ × Ω, where h is a metric on Ω.
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Usually, when studying the Laplacian on the manifold (M, g), one imposes
more e.g. [2,7,21,22] or less e.g. [3,4,5,6,23,11] restrictive assumptions on the
rate of convergence of the metric g to its limit dx⊗dx+h at infinity. Our goal
is to study the case of arbitrarily slow convergence. With this aim in mind
we invoke the complex scaling method. We assume that the metric g has an
analytic continuation to a conical neighborhood of the axis R+ of the semi-
cylinder R+ × Ω, and this continuation tends to a certain limit at infinity. If
g meets these assumptions, then (M, g) is said to be a manifold with an axial
analytic asymptotically cylindrical end; for precise definitions see Section 2.
We study the Laplacian ∆ on functions in three generic cases: 1. ∆ is the
Laplacian on a manifold without boundary; 2. ∆ is the Dirichlet Laplacian on
a manifold with noncompact boundary; 3. ∆ is the Neumann Laplacian on
a manifold with noncompact boundary. We exclude from consideration mani-
folds with compact boundaries, as they can be treated similarly to the case 1.
In this paper we develop a universal approach to all three cases. However the
most complicated case 3 is considered as a principal one.
Despite there are several papers utilizing different approaches to the complex
scaling in geometric aspects e.g. [3,4,12,19,20,26,29], the complex scaling has
not been used in this setting before. Our approach originates from the one
in [10], where the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem is proved for the scatter-
ing problem of n electrons in the field of N fixed nuclei (see also [9]). In this
paper we characterize the spectrum and resonances of the Laplacian ∆ on a
manifold with an axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical end, establishing
an analog of the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem. In particular, we introduce
resonances as the discrete non-real eigenvalues of elliptic m-sectorial operators.
These operators are obtained as deformations of the Laplacian by means of the
complex scaling. The resonances are identified with the poles of the resolvent
matrix elements ((∆ − µ)−1F,G) meromorphic continuation in µ across the
essential spectrum of ∆, where F and G are elements of an explicitly given
sufficiently large set of analytic vectors, and (·, ·) is the global inner product
on (M, g). It turns out that the Laplacian has no singular continuous spec-
trum, and its eigenvalues can accumulate only at thresholds. In particular,
this paper generalizes our results [12] on the Dirichlet Laplacian in a domain
with an axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical end. Let us note that the
approach [12], being significantly based on analysis of operators in a global
system of Cartesian coordinates, cannot be utilized here. First, because the
needed system of coordinates may not exist. Secondly, because in the case of
the Neumann Laplacian the complex scaling deforms not only the Laplacian
itself, but also the operator of boundary conditions.
In the proof of the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem we distinguish two sub-
stantial steps: (i) Proof of the analyticity of the resolvent of the deformed
operator with respect to a scaling parameter; (ii) Localization of the essential
spectrum of the deformed operator.
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On the step (i) we employ the theory of analytic perturbations due to Kato [14].
We arrange the complex scaling so that the corresponding deformations of the
Laplacian belong to the class of m-sectorial operators and form an analytic
family with respect to a scaling parameter. This is archived by taking a com-
plex scaling, deforming the operators only in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of infinity, and leads to the analyticity of the resolvent with respect to a scaling
parameter. An additional difficulty here is due to the fact that the complex
scaling deforms the domain of the Neumann Laplacian. However the domain
of the corresponding quadratic form remains unchanged. For this reason, and
also because it is convenient to work with m-sectorial operators in terms of
their quadratic forms, our methods are based on the analysis of analytic fam-
ilies of quadratic forms. We introduce the quadratic forms in a coordinate
free way through non-Hermitian (sectorial) deformations of the global inner
product on (M, g). These deformations are obtained by the complex scaling
of the metric.
On the step (ii), localizing the essential spectrum of the deformed Laplacian,
we consider the domain of the unbounded operator as a Hilbert space and
the corresponding bounded operator. We rely on a direct verification of the
Fredholm property of the bounded operator with spectral parameter. The ver-
ification can be based either on construction of parametrices, or, alternatively,
on the approach due to Peetre [24]. This elegant approach allows to avoid a
tedious procedure of construction of parametrices by proving some global co-
ercive estimates, which is widely used in the theory of elliptic boundary value
problems [15,16,17,18].
First of all we arrange the complex scaling so that the corresponding de-
formations of the Laplacian remain in the class of elliptic operators. This
is also achieved by taking a complex scaling, deforming the operators only
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of infinity. A substantial step here is
to demonstrate that the deformed Neumann Laplacian satisfies the Shapiro-
Lopatinskiˇı condition on the boundary. Once the ellipticity is established, we
obtain global coercive estimates by methods of the theory of non-homogeneous
elliptic boundary value problems [15,16,17,18]. This implies a condition on the
spectral parameter, necessary and sufficient for the Fredholm property of the
operator, and localizes the essential spectrum. Let us stress that this approach
does not require any assumptions on the rate of convergence of the metric g
at infinity.
Under our assumptions on the metric g, accumulations of isolated and em-
bedded eigenvalues of the Laplacian may occur. The Aguilar-Balslev-Combes
theorem implies that the non-threshold eigenvalues of the Laplacian are of
finite multiplicity, and can accumulate only at the thresholds. In the compan-
ion paper [13] we refine these results by proving that a) the non-threshold
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian are of exponential decay at infinity, b) the
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eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity and can accumulate at the thresholds
only from below. We believe that our methods can be extended to other non-
compact manifolds with a sufficiently explicit structure at infinity and to a
class of general elliptic operators of arbitrary order.
In the following two sections readers will find a precise description of the
geometric situation we deal with, the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem for
the Laplacian, and a discussion of our results.
We complete this section with the structure of the present paper. In Section 2
we introduce manifolds with axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical ends.
Then in Section 3 we formulate and discuss our results. All subsequent sec-
tions are devoted to the proof. Thus in Section 4 we deform the Riemannian
global inner product by means of the complex scaling. In terms of this defor-
mation we define a sesquilinear quadratic form associated with the Laplacian
deformed by means of the complex scaling. In Section 5 we study the quadratic
form. As a result we obtain an estimate on the spectrum of the deformed Lapla-
cian and the analyticity of its resolvent with respect to a scaling parameter.
In Section 6 we localize the essential spectrum of the deformed Laplacian.
Finally, in Section 7 we construct the resolvent matrix elements meromorphic
continuation and complete the proof of our results.
2 Manifolds with axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical ends
Let Ω be a smooth compact n-dimensional manifold with smooth boundary
∂Ω or without it. Denote by Π the semi-cylinder R+ × Ω, where R+ is the
positive semi-axis, and × stands for the Cartesian product. Consider a smooth
oriented connected n + 1-dimensional manifold M representable in the form
M = Mc ∪ Π, where Mc is a smooth compact manifold with boundary, cf.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It will be convenient to assume that (0, 1)×Ω ⊂Mc∩Π. We
exclude from consideration the case of a manifoldM with compact boundary
∂M, assuming that ∂M = ∅, if ∂Ω = ∅.
Let g ∈ C∞T∗M⊗2 be a Riemannian metric onM. We identify the cotangent
bundle T∗Π with the tensor product T∗R+⊗T∗Ω via the natural isomorphism
induced by the product structure on Π. This together with the trivialization
T∗R+ = {(x, a dx) : x ∈ R+, a ∈ R} implies that any metric g can be repre-
sented on Π in the form
g↾Π= g0dx⊗ dx+ 2g1 ⊗ dx+ g2, gk(x) ∈ C∞T∗Ω⊗k. (2.1)
Denote by CT∗Ω⊗k the tensor power of the complexified cotangent bundle
CT∗Ω with the fibers CT∗yΩ = T
∗
yΩ ⊗ C. In what follows Cm stands for sec-
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//_______________ x
M
Mc
//_____ x
Π = R+ × Ω, ∂Ω = ∅
//_______________ x
 
Fig. 1. Representation M =Mc ∪Π of a manifold M without boundary.
tions of complexified bundles, e.g. we write C∞T∗Ω⊗k and C1T∗Ω⊗k instead
of C∞CT∗Ω⊗k and C1CT∗Ω⊗k. We equip the space C1T∗Ω⊗k with the norm
‖ · ‖e = max
y∈Ω
(
| · |e(y) + |D · |e(y)
)
, (2.2)
where e is a Riemannian metric on Ω, | · |e(y) is the norm induced by e in the
fiber CT∗yΩ
⊗k, and D : C1T∗Ω⊗k → C0T∗Ω⊗k+1 is the Levi-Civita connection
on the manifold (Ω, e).
Definition 2.1 We say that (Π, g↾Π) is an axial analytic asymptotically cylin-
drical end, if the following conditions hold:
i. The functions x 7→ gk(x) ∈ C∞T∗Ω⊗k in (2.1) extend by analyticity in x
from R+ to the sector Sα = {z ∈ C : | arg z| < α} with some α > 0.
ii. As z tends to infinity in Sα the function g0(z) uniformly converges to 1
in the norm of C1(Ω), the tensor field g1(z) uniformly converges to zero
in the norm of C1T∗Ω, and the tensor field g2(z) uniformly converges to a
Riemannian metric h on Ω in the norm of C1T∗Ω⊗2.
Definition 2.1 is independent of the metric e defining the norm in C1T∗Ω⊗k.
In this paper we consider a manifold (M, g) with an axial analytic asymp-
totically cylindrical end (Π, g ↾Π). Definition 2.1 allows for arbitrarily slow
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Fig. 2. Representation M =Mc ∪Π of a manifold M with boundary.
convergence of the metric g to the product metric
∞
g = dx⊗ dx+ h at infinity.
We will often work in local coordinates on Ω. By {Uj, κj} we denote a finite
atlas on Ω. Let y ∈ Rn be a system of local coordinates in a neighborhood Uj .
In the case ∂Ω∩Uj 6= ∅ we suppose that all y in κj [∂Ω∩Uj ] (i.e. in the image
of the set ∂Ω ∩Uj under the diffeomorphism κj) are of the form y = (y′, yn)
with y′ ∈ Rn−1 and yn > 0; moreover, the set Uj∩∂Ω is defined by the equality
yn = 0. We will use the notations ∂ym =
∂
∂ym
and ∂ry = ∂
r1
y1∂
r2
y2 . . . ∂
rn
yn , where
r = (r1, . . . , rn) is a multiindex, and |r| = ∑ rm. Below we give a definition of
an axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical end in terms of local coordinates.
Definition 2.2 Let g(x, y) be the matrix corresponding to the representation
of the metric g in the coordinates (x, y) ∈ R+×κj [Ω∩Uj ] on Π. Then (Π, g↾Π)
is an axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical end, if in every neighborhood Uj
the matrix elements
R+ ∋ x 7→ gℓm(x, ·) ∈ C∞(κj [Ω ∩Uj])
have analytic continuations from R+ to the sector Sα, and the stabilization
condition ∑
|r|61
∥∥∥∂ry(g(z, y)− ∞g(y))∥∥∥2 → 0 as |z| → ∞ (2.3)
holds uniformly in z ∈ Sα and y ∈ κj[Ω ∩Uj]. Here ‖ · ‖2 is the matrix norm
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‖g‖2 =
√∑n
ℓ,m=0 |gℓm|2, and the matrix
∞
g(y) corresponds to the representation
of the product metric
∞
g = dx⊗ dx+ h on Π in the coordinates (x, y).
The proof of equivalence of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 is postponed to Section 4.
Let us give some illustrative examples of manifolds (M, g) with axial analytic
asymptotically cylindrical ends. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth
boundary (Ω is a bounded interval in the case n = 1). By (x, y) and (s, t)
we denote the Cartesian coordinates in Rn+1, such that x, s ∈ R and y, t ∈
Rn. Consider a closed domain M with smooth boundary, such that the set
{(x, y) ∈ M : x 6 0} is a bounded subset of the half-space {(x, y) ∈ Rn+1 :
x > −2}, and the set {(x, y) ∈ M : x > 0} is the semi-cylinder Π = {(x, y) :
x ∈ R+, y ∈ Ω}. Let the domain
G = {(s, t) ∈ Rn+1 : (s, t) = φ(x, y), (x, y) ∈M}
be the image of M under a diffeomorphism φ. Assume that φ satisfies the
following conditions:
i. the function x 7→ φ(x, ·) ∈ C∞(Ω,Cn+1) has an analytic continuation
from R+ to the sector Sα with some α > 0;
ii. the elements φ′ℓm(z, ·) of the Jacobian matrix φ′ = {φ′ℓm}nℓ,m=0 uniformly
tend to the Kronecker delta δℓm in the space C
∞(Ω) as z tends to infinity
in the sector Sα.
Here C∞(Ω,Cn+1) stands for the space of smooth functions acting from Ω to
Cn+1. Let g = φ∗
∞
g be the pullback of the Euclidean metric
∞
g on G by the
diffeomorphism φ. Then the metric
g = (φ′00)
2dx⊗ dx+ 2
n∑
m=1
n∑
ℓ=0
φ′0ℓφ
′
ℓm dx⊗ dym +
n∑
m,j=1
n∑
ℓ=0
φ′mℓφ
′
ℓj dym ⊗ dyj
on M has all properties required in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. For instance, we
can take
φ(x, y) =
(
x, (x+ 3)βa+ (1 + (x+ 3)γ)y
)
, a ∈ Rn, β < 1, γ < 0, (2.4)
φ(x, y) =
(∫ x
0
(
1 + 1/ log(x˜+ 4)
)
dx˜,
(
1 + 1/ log(x+ 5)
)
y
)
. (2.5)
In the case (2.4) the boundary ∂G asymptotically approaches at infinity the
bent semi-cylinder {(s, t) : s ∈ R+, t−(s+2)βa ∈ Ω}, and in the case (2.5) the
boundary ∂G asymptotically approaches at infinity the semi-cylinder R+×∂Ω,
cf. Fig. 3. Evidently, the surface ∂G in Rn+1, n > 2, can be viewed as a
manifold (∂M, g ↾∂M) without boundary. Then (R+ × ∂Ω, g ↾R+×∂Ω) is an
axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical end. Let us remark here that to the
best knowledge of the author the manifold (M, g), where g is the pullback of
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Fig. 3. Domain G ⊂ Rn+1 with an asymptotically cylindrical end.
the Euclidean metric
∞
g by the diffeomorphism (2.5), is not covered by any of
the previously known results on spectral properties of the Laplacian due to
very slow convergence of g to
∞
g at infinity.
3 Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem
In this section we formulate and discuss the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem.
As preliminaries to the theorem we introduce a deformation of the Lapla-
cian by means of the complex scaling, define the thresholds, and introduce a
sufficiently large set of analytic vectors.
Let (M, g) be a manifold with an axial analytic asymptotically cylindrical
end (Π, g↾Π). In this paper we use the complex scaling x 7→ x+ λsR(x) along
the axis R+ of the semi-cylinder Π = R+ × Ω. Here λ is a complex scaling
parameter, and sR(x) = s(x−R) is a scaling function with a sufficiently large
number R > 0 and a smooth function s possessing the properties:
s(x) = 0 for all x 6 1,
0 6 s′(x) 6 1 for all x ∈ R, and s′(x) = 1 for large x, (3.1)
where s′ = ∂s/∂x. The function R+ ∋ x 7→ x+ λsR(x) is invertible for all real
λ ∈ (−1, 1), and thus defines the selfdiffeomorphism
Π ∋ (x, y) 7→ κλ(x, y) = (x+ λsR(x), y) ∈ Π
of the semi-cylinder Π. This selfdiffeomorphism scales the semi-cylinder along
its axis. We extend κλ to a selfdiffeomorphism of the manifold M by setting
κλ(p) := p for all points p ∈M\Π. As a result we get Riemannian manifolds
(M, gλ) parametrized by λ ∈ (−1, 1), where the metric gλ = κ∗λg is the
pullback of the metric g by κλ. In the case λ = 0 the scaling is not applied
and g ≡ g0. Let us remark that κλ and gλ both depend on the parameter R,
however we do not indicate this for brevity of notations.
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Let λ∆ be the Laplacian on functions associated with the metric gλ on M. In
the case of a manifoldM with (noncompact) boundary we also consider the di-
rectional derivative λ∂ν on ∂M taken along the unit inward normal vector given
by the metric gλ. It turns out that the Laplacian
λ∆ : C∞c (M)→ C∞c (M) and
the operator λ∂ν : C
∞
c (M) → C∞c (∂M) of the Neumann boundary condition
extend by analyticity in λ to the disk
Dα = {λ ∈ C : |λ| < sinα < 1/
√
2}, (3.2)
where α < π/4 is some angle for which the conditions of Definition 2.1 hold.
Introduce the Hilbert space L2(M) as the completion of the set C∞c (M) with
respect to the norm ‖ · ‖ =
√
(·, ·), where (·, ·) is the global inner product
induced on M by the metric g. From now on we consider λ∆ with λ ∈ Dα
as an operator in L2(M), initially defined on a dense in L2(M) core C(λ∆).
The operator λ∆ is a deformation of the Laplacian ∆ ≡ 0∆ by means of the
complex scaling.
Definition 3.1 In the case ∂M = ∅ the core C(λ∆) coincides with the set
C∞c (M) of all smooth compactly supported functions on M. In the case of the
Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) Laplacian the core C(λ∆) consists of the functions
u ∈ C∞c (M) satisfying the deformed Neumann boundary condition λ∂νu = 0
(resp. the Dirichlet boundary condition u↾∂M= 0).
In general, the operator λ∂ν and therefore the coreC(
λ∆) depend on the scaling
parameter λ (it is not the case, if (M, g) is a manifold with a cylindrical end).
Let (Ω, h) be the same compact Riemannian manifold as in Definition 2.1.
Recall that we exclude from consideration the case of a manifold M with
compact boundary ∂M, i.e. the equalities ∂M = ∅ and ∂Ω = ∅ hold only
simultaneously. If ∂M 6= ∅ and ∆ is the Dirichlet (resp. Neumann) Laplacian
on (M, g), then by ∆Ω we denote the Dirichlet (resp. Neumann) Laplacian on
(Ω, h). If ∂M = ∅, then ∆Ω is the Laplacian on the manifold (Ω, h) without
boundary. Let L2(Ω) be the Hilbert space of all square summable functions on
(Ω, h). As is well-known, the spectrum of the operator ∆Ω in L
2(Ω) consists
of infinitely many nonnegative isolated eigenvalues. Let ν1 < ν2 < . . . be the
distinct eigenvalues of ∆Ω. By definition {νj}∞j=1 is the set of thresholds of ∆.
Before formulating our results, we introduce analytic vectors. Consider the
algebra E of all entire functions C ∋ z 7→ f(z) ∈ C∞(Ω) with the following
property: in any sector |ℑz| 6 (1 − ǫ)ℜz with ǫ > 0 the value ‖f(z);L2(Ω)‖
decays faster than any inverse power of ℜz as ℜz → +∞. Examples of func-
tions f ∈ E are f(z) = e−γz2P (z), where γ > 0 and P (z) is an arbitrary
polynomial in z with coefficients in C∞(Ω). We say that F ∈ L2(M) is an
analytic vector, if F = f on Π for some f ∈ E . The set of all analytic vectors
is denoted by A. Later on we will show that the set A is dense in L2(M).
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Theorem 3.2 Consider a manifold (M, g) with an axial analytic asymptoti-
cally cylindrical end (Π, g ↾Π). Assume that the scaling parameter λ is in the
disk (3.2), where α < π/4 is the same as in Definition 2.1. Let the deforma-
tion λ∆ of the Laplacian ∆ on (M, g) be constructed with a smooth scaling
function sR(x) = s(x − R), where s ∈ C∞(R) meets the conditions (3.1), and
R > 0 is sufficiently large. Then the following assertions are valid.
1. The operator λ∆ in L2(M), initially defined on the core C(λ∆), admits a
closure, denoted by the same symbol λ∆. The unbounded operator λ∆ with
λ 6= 0 is non-selfadjoint, however the Laplacian ∆ ≡ 0∆ is selfadjoint.
2. The spectrum σ(λ∆) of the operator λ∆ is independent of the choice of s(x).
3. µ is a point of the essential spectrum σess(
λ∆) of λ∆, if and only if
µ = νj or arg(µ− νj) = −2 arg(1 + λ) for some j ∈ N, (3.3)
where {νj}∞j=1 is the set of thresholds of ∆.
4. σ(λ∆) = σess(
λ∆) ∪ σd(λ∆), where σd(λ∆) is the discrete spectrum of λ∆.
5. Let µ ∈ σd(λ∆). As λ changes continuously in the disk Dα, the point µ
remains in σd(
λ∆) as long as µ ∈ C \ σess(λ∆).
6. Let (·, ·) stand for the inner product in L2(M). Then for any F,G ∈ A
the analytic function C \ R+ ∋ µ 7→
(
(∆ − µ)−1F,G
)
has a meromorphic
continuation to the set C\σess(λ∆). Moreover, µ is a pole of the meromorphic
continuation with some F,G ∈ A, if and only if µ ∈ σd(λ∆).
7. A point µ ∈ R, such that µ 6= νj for all j ∈ N, is an eigenvalue of the
Laplacian ∆, if and only if µ ∈ σd(λ∆) with ℑλ 6= 0.
8. The Laplacian ∆ has no singular continuous spectrum.
A similar result for the stationary Schro¨dinger operator in Rn is known as the
Aguilar-Balslev-Combes theorem, see e.g. [10,9,25] and references therein.
The spectral portrait of the operator λ∆ is depicted on Fig. 4. As the parameter
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Fig. 4. Spectral portrait of the deformed Dirichlet Laplacian λ∆, ℑλ > 0.
λ varies, the ray arg(µ−νj) = −2 arg(1+λ) of the essential spectrum σess(λ∆)
rotates about the threshold νj , and sweeps the sector | arg(µ−νj)| < 2α. By the
assertion 4 the eigenvalues of λ∆ outside of the sector | arg(µ−ν1)| < 2α do not
change, hence they are the discrete eigenvalues of the selfadjoint Laplacian ∆.
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All other discrete eigenvalues of λ∆ belong to the sector | arg(µ−ν1)| < 2α. As
λ varies, they remain unchanged until they are covered by one of the rotating
rays of the essential spectrum. Conversely, new eigenvalues can be uncovered
by the rotating rays. In the case ℑλ > 0 (resp. ℑλ 6 0) the operator λ∆
cannot have eigenvalues in the half-plane ℑµ > 0 (resp. ℑµ < 0). Indeed, by
the assertion 4 a number µ with ℑµ > 0 is an eigenvalue of λ∆ with ℑλ > 0,
if and only if µ is an eigenvalue of ∆, but the Laplacian ∆ cannot have non-
real eigenvalues as a selfadjoint operator. Further, by the assertion 6 the real
eigenvalues µ ∈ σd(λ∆) survive for λ = 0: the eigenvalues µ < ν1 become the
discrete eigenvalues of ∆, while the eigenvalues µ > ν1 become the embed-
ded non-threshold eigenvalues of ∆. Only the Dirichlet Laplacian may have
discrete eigenvalues. Otherwise ν1 = 0, and all eigenvalues of ∆ are embed-
ded into the absolutely continuous spectrum. In view of the fact that any
non-threshold point µ can be separated from σess(
λ∆) by a small variation of
arg(1 + λ), the set σd(
λ∆) (and therefore the set of all eigenvalues of ∆) has
no accumulation points, except possibly for the thresholds ν1, ν2, . . . . (In the
companion paper [13] we show that the eigenvalues of ∆ are of finite multiplic-
ity and can accumulate at the thresholds only from below.) Suitable examples
of manifolds, for which the eigenvalues of ∆ do accumulate at thresholds, can
be found e.g. in [5,13]. By definition, all discrete non-real eigenvalues of λ∆
are resonances of the Laplacian. By the assertion 5 the resonances are char-
acterized by the pair {∆,A}. They are identified with the complex poles of
the meromorphic continuation to a Riemann surface of all resolvent matrix
elements µ 7→
(
(∆ − µ)−1F,G
)
with F,G ∈ A. The real poles correspond
to the non-threshold eigenvalues of the Laplacian. The embedded eigenvalues
are known to be very unstable, under rather weak perturbations they shift
from the real axis and become resonances, e.g. [1]. Readers might have no-
ticed a certain analogy between the situation we described above and the one
known from the theory of resonances for N-body quantum scattering problem
e.g. [9,10]. As shown in [19,20], there is also a certain connection between N-
body quantum scattering and spectral theory of the Laplacian on symmetric
spaces.
Let us remark here that the assumption α < π/4 in Theorem 3.2 is made
for simplicity only. By taking F and G from different sets of analytic vectors,
our results extend to all α < π/2. However, α = π/2 is a substantial limit,
as in contrast to λ∆ with |λ| < 1 the deformations λ∆ of the Laplacian with
arg(1 + λ) = ±π/2 are not elliptic operators.
4 Geometry of the complex scaling
In this section we deform the Riemannian global inner product on (M, g) by
means of the complex scaling. In terms of the deformed global inner product
11
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Fig. 5. The curve LRλ = {z ∈ C : z = x+ λsR(x), x ∈ R+} with λ ∈ Dα.
we introduce a sesquilinear quadratic form qλ associated with the unbounded
nonselfadjoint operator λ∆ in the Hilbert space L2(M).
Let T′∗Sα be the holomorphic cotangent bundle {(z, c dz) : z ∈ Sα, c ∈ C}
of the sector Sα = {z ∈ C : | arg z| < α < π/4}, where dz = dℜz + idℑz.
Consider the tensor field
g0dz ⊗ dz + 2g1 ⊗ dz + g2 ∈ C∞(T′∗Sα ⊗ T∗Ω)⊗2 (4.1)
with the analytic coefficients Sα ∋ z 7→ gk(z) ∈ C∞T∗Ω⊗k, cf. Definition 2.1.
Recall that sR(x) = s(x−R) is the scaling function, where s ∈ C∞(R) has the
properties (3.1), and R > 0 is a sufficiently large number. For all values of the
scaling parameter λ in the disk (3.2) the complex scaling R+ ∋ x 7→ x+λsR(x),
see Fig. 5, defines the embedding
T∗R+ ∋ {x, a dx} 7→ {x+ λsR(x), a(1 + λs′R(x))−1dz} ∈ T′∗Sα, (4.2)
where |1 + λs′R(x)| > 1 − 1/
√
2. As before, we identify the bundle T∗Π with
the product T∗R+ ⊗ T∗Ω via the product structure on Π = R+ × Ω. The
embedding (4.2) together with (4.1) induces the tensor field
gλ ↾Π= g
R
0,λdx⊗ dx+ 2gR1,λ ⊗ dx+ gR2,λ ∈ C∞T∗Π⊗2,
gRk,λ(x) = (1 + λs
′
R(x))
2−kgk(x+ λsR(x)),
(4.3)
where gRk,λ(x) ∈ C∞T∗Ω⊗k are smooth in x ∈ R+ and analytic in λ ∈ Dα
coefficients. Since supp sR ∩ (0, R) = ∅, the equality gλ ↾(0,R)×Ω= g ↾(0,R)×Ω
holds for all λ ∈ Dα, cf. (2.1) and (4.3). Thanks to this we can smoothly
extend gλ ↾Π to M by setting gλ ↾M\Π= g ↾M\Π. As a result we obtain an
analytic function
Dα ∋ λ 7→ gλ ∈ C∞T∗M⊗2.
We consider the tensor field gλ with λ ∈ Dα as a deformation of the metric g
onM by means of the complex scaling. Clearly, g0 ≡ g. Moreover, if λ ∈ Dα is
real, then gλ coincides with the metric introduced in Section 3 as the pullback
κ∗λg. By analyticity in λ we conclude that gλ is a symmetric tensor field.
The Schwarz reflection principle gives gλ = gλ, where the bar stands for the
complex conjugation. It must be stressed that the tensor field gλ with λ 6= 0
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depends on a sufficiently large number R, however we do not indicate this for
brevity of notations. On the next step we clarify the behaviour of the tensor
field gλ at infinity, relying on Definition 2.1 of an axial analytic asymptotically
cylindrical end.
By Definition 2.1 the analytic functions Sα ∋ z 7→ gk(z) uniformly tend to
some limits in the norm ‖ · ‖e of C1T∗Ω⊗k as |z| → ∞. Hence the values
‖∂qzgk(z)‖e with q = 1, 2, . . . uniformly tend to zero as z tends to infinity in
the smaller sector {z ∈ C : | arg(z − 1)| < α} ⊂ Sα; here ∂z = (∂ℜz − i∂ℑz)/2
is the complex derivative. Taking into account the properties of the scaling
function sR, we conclude that
‖∂qx(gR0,λ(x)− (1 + λ)2)‖e + ‖∂qxgR1,λ(x)‖e + ‖∂qx(gR2,λ(x)− h)‖e 6 cq(x),
cq(x)→ 0 as x→ +∞, q = 0, 1, . . . , λ ∈ Dα,
(4.4)
where the coefficients gRk,λ are the same as in (4.3), and ∂x is the real derivative.
Thus, in the sense of (4.3) and (4.4), the tensor field gλ stabilizes at infinity
to the tensor field (1 + λ)2 dx ⊗ dx + h on Π uniformly in λ ∈ Dα. Observe
also that |x+ λsR(x)| > R for x > R, and hence
‖∂qx(gR0,λ(x)− (1 + λs′R(x))2)‖e + ‖∂qxgR1,λ(x)‖e
+ ‖∂qx(gR2,λ(x)− h)‖e 6 Cq(R), x > R;
Cq(R)→ 0 as R→ +∞, q = 0, 1, . . . , λ ∈ Dα.
(4.5)
Since R is supposed to be sufficiently large, (4.3) and (4.5) imply that on the
subset [R,∞)× Ω of Π the tensor field gλ is close to
∞
gλ := (1 + λs
′
R)
2 dx⊗ dx+ h ∈ C∞T∗Π⊗2.
In particular, gλ ↾Π is exactly equal to
∞
gλ, if (Π, g ↾Π) is a cylindrical end; i.e.
if g↾Π≡ ∞g , where ∞g = dx⊗ dx+ h is the product metric on Π.
In what follows we will often work in local coordinates on Ω. Recall from Sec-
tion 2 that {Uj, κj} is a finite atlas on Ω, and y ∈ Rn is a system of local
coordinates in Uj. Let g(x, y) be the matrix corresponding to the representa-
tion of the metric g in the coordinates (x, y) ∈ R+ × κj[Ω ∩Uj] on Π. Let us
use the Einstein summation convention for the indexes varying from 1 to n.
Then by virtue of (4.3) the symmetric tensor field gλ has the local coordinate
representation
gλ = gλ,00 dx⊗ dx+ 2gλ,0ℓ dyℓ ⊗ dx+ gλ,ℓm dyℓ ⊗ dym,
where the matrix gλ(x, y) = {gλ,ℓm(x, y)}nℓ,m=0 is given by the equality
gλ(x, y) = diag {1 + λs′R(x), Id} g(x+ λsR(x), y) diag {1 + λs′R(x), Id} . (4.6)
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Here Id is the n × n-identity matrix, and g(x + λsR(x), y) stands for the
value of the analytic function Sα ∋ z 7→ g(z, y) at the point z = x + λsR(x);
cf. Definition 2.2. Clearly, Dα ∋ λ 7→ gλ(x, y) is an analytic function, whose
values are complex symmetric matrices. Moreover, gλ(x, y) = gλ(x, y).
To the representation of the tensor field
∞
gλ with λ ∈ Dα in the coordinates
(x, y) there corresponds the invertible matrix
∞
gλ(x, y) = diag{(1 + λs′R(x))2,h(y)}, (4.7)
where h(y) is the matrix coordinate representation of the metric h on Ω. Note
that the matrices gλ and
∞
gλ both depend on a sufficiently large number R,
however we do not indicate this for brevity of notations.
Lemma 4.1 1. Definition 2.1 and Definition 2.2 of an axial analytic asymp-
totically cylindrical end are equivalent.
2. Let R > 0 be a sufficiently large number. Then the matrix gλ(x, y) is in-
vertible for all λ ∈ Dα and (x, y) ∈ R+×κj [Ω∩Uj ], and the inverse matrix
g−1λ (x, y) meets the estimate
∑
q+|r|61
‖∂qx∂ry(g−1λ (x, y)−
∞
g−1λ (x, y))‖2 6 C(R) for x > R, (4.8)
where C(R) tends to zero uniformly in λ ∈ Dα, x > R, and y ∈ κj [Ω ∩Uj ]
as R→ +∞. Moreover,
∑
q+|r|61
‖∂qx∂ry(g−1λ (x, y)−diag{(1+λ)−2,h−1(y)})‖2 → 0 as x→ +∞, (4.9)
uniformly in λ ∈ Dα and y ∈ κj [Ω ∩Uj].
PROOF. 1. The proof is straightforward. For brevity we assume that the
atlas {Uj, κj} on Ω consists of only one coordinate neighborhood {U , κ}. Then
g0(z, y) = g00(z, y), g1(z, y) = g0ℓ(z, y)dyℓ, and g2(z, y) = gℓm(z, y)dyℓ ⊗ dym,
where y = κ(y) and z ∈ Sα. Hence the first condition in Definition 2.1 is valid,
if and only if Sα ∋ z 7→ gℓm(z, ·) ∈ C∞(κ[Ω ∩ U ]), where ℓ,m = 0, 1, . . . , n,
are analytic functions. The metric matrix g(x, y) with x ∈ R+ is symmetric.
Therefore gℓm(z, y) = gmℓ(z, y) by analyticity in z ∈ Sα.
Let D be the Levi-Civita connection on Ω associated with a metric e. We have
Dg0 = (∂yℓg00) dyℓ, Dg1 = (∂ymg0ℓ)dym ⊗ dyℓ + g0ℓDdyℓ,
Dg2 = (∂yjgℓm)dyj ⊗ dyℓ ⊗ dym + gℓmD(dyℓ ⊗ dym),
where Ddyℓ = −Γℓjmdyj ⊗ dym with the Christoffel symbols Γℓjm related to e,
and D(dyℓ ⊗ dym) = (Ddyℓ)⊗ dym + dyℓ ⊗Ddym.
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As before, we denote by | · |e(y) the norm induced by e in CT∗yΩ⊗k. Since
the manifold (Ω, e) is compact, the relation |ξℓdyℓ|e(y) ≍ |ξ| holds, i.e. for
some ǫ > 0 and all y ∈ Ω and ξ ∈ Cn we have ǫ|ξ| 6 |ξℓdyℓ|e(y) 6 |ξ|/ǫ.
As a consequence, after simple manipulations, based on the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, we get
‖g0(z)− 1‖e ≍ max
y
(
|g00(z, y)− 1|2 +
n∑
ℓ=1
|∂yℓg00(z, y)|2
)1/2
,
‖g1(z)‖e ≍ max
y
( n∑
ℓ=1
|g0ℓ(z, y)|2 +
n∑
ℓ,m=1
|∂ymg0ℓ(z, y) + Γjℓm(y)g0j(z, y)|2
)1/2
,
‖g2(z)−h‖e ≍ max
y
( n∑
ℓ,m=1
|gℓm(z, y)− hℓm(y)|2
+
n∑
ℓ,m,j=1
|∂yj(gℓm(y, z)− hℓm(y)) + (gkm(z, y)− hkm(y))Γkℓj(y)|2
)1/2
.
These relations together with the identity
∞
g(y) = diag{1,h(y)} show that
the second condition in Definition 2.1 is equivalent to the stabilization condi-
tion (2.3).
2. For all z ∈ Sα with sufficiently large |z| the matrix g(z, y) is invertible,
because the metric matrix
∞
g(y) is invertible, and the norm ‖g(z, y)− ∞g(y)‖2
is small by the stabilization condition (2.3). As R > 0 is a sufficiently large
number, and |x+ λsR(x)| > R for x > R, the equality (4.6) and the stabiliza-
tion condition (2.3) imply that the matrix gλ(x, y) is invertible for all x > R,
y ∈ κj [Ω ∩ Uj], and λ ∈ Dα. On the other hand, for all x < R the matrix
gλ(x, y) coincides with the matrix g(x, y) of the metric g, because sR(x) = 0.
Therefore the matrix gλ(x, y) is invertible for all x ∈ R+, y ∈ κj [Ω∩Uj], and
λ ∈ Dα.
Similarly to the proof of the first assertion, from the relations (4.5) we obtain
∑
q+|r|61
‖∂qx∂ry(gλ(x, y)− ∞gλ(x, y))‖2 6 c(R) for x > R;
c(R)→ 0 as R→ +∞,
(4.10)
where the constant c(R) is independent of x > R, y ∈ κj [Ω∩Uj], and λ ∈ Dα.
Note that (4.10) can also be derived as a consequence of the stabilization
condition (2.3) and the equalities (4.6), (4.7). The identity
∂qx∂
r
y(g
−1
λ −
∞
g−1λ ) = −g−1λ
(
∂qx∂
r
ygλ
)
g−1λ +
∞
g−1λ
(
∂qx∂
r
y
∞
gλ
)
∞
g−1λ , q + |r| = 1,
together with (4.10) gives the estimate (4.8), where C(R) tends to zero uni-
formly in λ ∈ Dα and (x, y) ∈ [R,∞)× κj [Ω ∩Uj] as R→ +∞.
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Similarly, the property (4.9) is a consequence of (4.4) (or, equivalently, it
is a consequence of the stabilization condition (2.3), the equality (4.6), and
properties of the scaling function sR). ✷
Recall that with every real λ ∈ Dα we associate the Laplacian λ∆ on the
Riemannian manifold (M, gλ), and also the operator λ∂ν of the Neumann
boundary condition, if ∂M 6= ∅. Observe that λ∆ ≡ 0∆ and λ∂ν ≡ 0∂ν on
M\ (supp sR ×Ω), because gλ ≡ g on this set. At the same time, in the local
coordinates (x, y) on Π ⊃ supp sR × Ω we have
λ∆ = − 1√
det gλ
∇xy ·
√
det gλ g
−1
λ ∇xy,
λ∂ν =
(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
g−1λ,nn
)
g−1λ ↾yn=0 ∇xy if Uj ∩ ∂Ω 6= ∅,
(4.11)
where λ ∈ Dα∩R, the matrix gλ is given in (4.6), and∇xy ≡ (∂x, ∂y1 , . . . , ∂yn)⊺.
Due to the properties of gλ, the coefficients a
rq
λ (x, y) of the differential opera-
tors (4.11), written in the form
∑
arqλ ∂
r
x∂
q
y , are analytic functions of λ ∈ Dα.
Hence the operators λ∆ : C∞c (M)→ C∞c (M) and λ∂ν : C∞c (M)→ C∞c (∂M)
extend by analyticity from real to all λ in the disk Dα.
In general, the operator λ∂ν and the core C(
λ∆) of the deformed Neumann
Laplacian λ∆ depend on λ ∈ Dα; this is easily seen from (4.11), Definition 3.1,
and illustrative examples in Section 2. For this reason (and also because it
is convenient to introduce m-sectorial operators via their quadratic forms)
our study of the analytic family of unbounded operators Dα ∋ λ 7→ λ∆ will
be based on analysis of the corresponding family of quadratic forms. The
quadratic form of the operator λ∆ will be introduced in terms of the sesquilin-
ear form gpλ[·, ·] on the complexified cotangent space CT∗pM, induced by the
tensor field gλ for every p ∈M. Clearly, the tensor field gλ ∈ C∞T∗M⊗2 nat-
urally defines the sesquilinear form gpλ[·, ·] on the complexified tangent space
CTpM. On the next step we extend gpλ[·, ·] to CT∗pM.
Observe that for all λ ∈ Dα the tensor field gλ is non-degenerate, because
gλ coincides with the metric g on M \ Π, and in every coordinate neighbor-
hood Uj on Ω the matrix gλ(x, y) is invertible for all λ ∈ Dα and x ∈ R+ by
Lemma 4.1. As is well known, a Riemannian metric induces a musical isomor-
phism between the tangent and cotangent bundles, e.g. [8]. In a similar way
the non-degenerate tensor field gλ ↾Π induces a fiber isomorphism between the
complexified bundles CTΠ and CT∗Π. Indeed, let ξ ∈ CT∗pΠ(= T∗pΠ⊗C) and
ζ, η ∈ CTpΠ(= TpΠ⊗ C). In the local coordinates we have
ξ = ξ0 dx+ ξ1 dy1 + · · ·+ ξn dyn, ζ = ζ0 ∂x + ζ1∂y1 + · · ·+ ζn∂yn , (4.12)
and a similar expression for η, where ξj , ζj, and ηj are complex coefficients.
Since the tensor field gλ ↾Π is non-degenerate, for any ξ there exists a unique
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ζ , such that for all η the following equalities hold
ξη = ξmη¯m = gλ,ℓm(x, y)ζℓη¯m = g
p
λ[ζ, η]. (4.13)
Therefore gλ ↾Π induces a musical isomorphism
λ♭ : CTΠ→ CT∗Π, such that
in each fiber we have λ♭ζ = ξ with ξm = gλ,ℓm(x, y)ζℓ. The operator inverse to
λ♭ will be denoted by λ♯. As a result, the non-degenerate tensor field gλ induces
a musical isomorphism λ♯ : CT∗M→ CTM between the complexified tangent
and cotangent bundles. On Π this isomorphism coincides with the constructed
above isomorphism λ♯ : CT∗Π → CTΠ, and on M\ [R,∞) × Ω it coincides
with the complexified Riemannian musical isomorphism ♯ : CT∗M→ CTM
induced by the metric g.
We extend the sesquilinear form gpλ[·, ·] to the pairs (ξ, ω) ∈ CT∗pM× CT∗pM
by the equality
g
p
λ[ξ, ω] = g
p
λ[
λ♯ ξ, λ♯ ω], λ ∈ Dα. (4.14)
If λ ∈ Dα is real, then gpλ[·, ·] is the positive Hermitian form corresponding to
the Riemannian metric gλ onM. In particular, gp0[·, ·] ≡ gp[·, ·]. For a non-real
λ ∈ Dα we have gpλ[ξ, ω] = gpλ[ω, ξ], and the form g
p
λ[·, ·] is not Hermitian.
Similarly, gλ with λ ∈ Dα induces a sesquilinear form on each tensor power
CTpM⊗k and CT∗pM⊗k. Since we study the Laplacian on functions, for our
aims it suffices to consider gpλ[·, ·] on the differential one-forms.
Lemma 4.2 Assume that the parameter R is sufficiently large. Then there
exist ϑ < π/2 and δ > 0, such that for all p ∈ M and λ ∈ Dα we have
| arg gpλ[ξ, ξ]| 6 ϑ, δgp[ξ, ξ] 6 ℜgpλ[ξ, ξ] 6 δ−1gp[ξ, ξ] ∀ξ ∈ CT∗pM.
In other words, on the differential one-forms the sesquilinear quadratic form
g
p
λ[·, ·] is sectorial and relatively bounded, the sector and the bounds are inde-
pendent of p and λ.
PROOF. By construction of the tensor field gλ, for all p ∈M\{(R,∞)×Ω}
and λ ∈ Dα we have gpλ = gp. Here g is the Riemannian metric on M, and
therefore gp[ξ, ξ] > 0. Let p ∈ (R,∞)×Ω and ζ = λ♯ ξ. In the local coordinates
we have the representations (4.12). From (4.14) and (4.13) we conclude that
gλ,ℓm(x, y)ζm = ξℓ. Therefore, by virtue of the fact that gλ = gλ, the expression
g
p
λ[
λ♯ ξ, λ♯ ξ] on the one-forms ξ ∈ CT∗pΠ can be written as ξ ·g−1λ (x, y)ξ, where
we identify the one-form ξ with the vector of coefficients ξ = (ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξn)
⊺ ∈
Cn+1, cf. (4.12). It remains to show that for all λ ∈ Dα and x > R, where
R > 0 is sufficiently large, the set
{
z ∈ C : z = ξ · g−1λ (x, y)ξ, ξ ∈ Cn+1
}
(4.15)
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is inside the sector {z ∈ C : | arg z| 6 ϑ} of angle 2ϑ < π, and the estimate
δ1/2|ξ|2 6 ℜ(ξ · g−1λ (x, y)ξ) 6 δ−1/2|ξ|2, ξ ∈ Cn+1, (4.16)
is valid for some δ > 0.
By Lemma 4.1 the uniform in λ ∈ Dα, x > R, and y ∈ κj[Ω ∩Uj] estimate∣∣∣ξ · (g−1λ (x, y)− ∞g−1λ (x, y))ξ
∣∣∣ 6 c(R)|ξ|2 (4.17)
is valid, where the constant c(R) is independent of ξ ∈ Cn+1, and c(R) → 0
as R → ∞. Hence the estimate (4.17) holds with a given arbitrarily small
constant c(R) > 0 as R is sufficiently large.
Recall that the matrix h(y) corresponds to the local coordinate representation
of the metric h on Ω. By (4.7) we have
ξ · ∞g−1λ (x, y)ξ = (1 + λs′R(x))−2|ξ0|2 + ξ′ · h−1(y)ξ′, (4.18)
where ξ′ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ Cn. Since h−1(y) is a symmetric positive definite
matrix, we conclude that
ξ′ · h−1(y)ξ′ > C|ξ′|2 ∀ξ′ ∈ Cn
with some C > 0. Taking into account (4.18), and the inequalities |λ| < sinα
and 0 6 s′R(x) 6 1, we arrive at the uniform in λ ∈ Dα, R > 0, x > R, and
y ∈ κj [Ω ∩Uj] estimates
∣∣∣arg(ξ · ∞g−1λ (x, y)ξ)∣∣∣ < 2α < π/2,
c|ξ|2 6
∣∣∣ξ · ∞g−1λ (x, y)ξ
∣∣∣ 6 c−1|ξ|2, (4.19)
where c > 0. These estimates together with the estimate (4.17), where c(R)
is sufficiently small, imply that the set (4.15) is inside the sector | arg z| 6 ϑ
with ϑ = 2α + 2 arcsin(c(R)/2c) < π/2, and the estimates (4.16) are valid
with δ1/2 = min{c− c(R), (1/c+ c(R))−1}. ✷
Let dvolλ with real λ ∈ Dα be the volume form on the Riemannian manifold
(M, gλ). Introduce a density ̺λ on M, such that ̺λ dvolλ = dvol0. It is clear
that ̺λ ≡ 1 on M\ (supp sR × Ω). At the same time in the local coordinates
on Π we have
̺λ =
√
det g0/ det gλ, dvolλ =
√
det gλ dx ∧ dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyn, (4.20)
where gλ is the matrix (4.6), and ∧ is the wedge product. Hence ̺λ ∈ C∞(M)
is an analytic function of λ ∈ Dα. Note that the second assertion of Lemma 4.1
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gives the bounds 0 < c1 6 |̺λ(p)| 6 c2, where c1 and c2 are independent of
p ∈M and λ ∈ Dα. We introduce the deformed volume form
dvolλ :=
1
̺λ
dvol0, λ ∈ Dα, (4.21)
and the deformed global inner product
(ξ, ω)λ =
∫
M
gλ[ξ, ω] dvolλ, ξ, ω ∈ C∞c T∗M⊗k. (4.22)
Let us stress that for non-real λ ∈ Dα the deformed volume form is complex-
valued, and the deformed inner product (ξ, ω)λ = (ω, ξ)λ is not Hermitian.
Let L2T∗M⊗k be the completion of the set C∞c T∗M⊗k with respect to the
global inner product (·, ·) ≡ (·, ·)0. Observe that Lemma 4.2 together with the
bounds on ̺λ implies that the deformed global inner product (·, ·)λ extends
to a bounded non-degenerate form in L2T∗M⊗k with k = 0, 1; i.e. for some
c > 0 and all ξ, ω ∈ L2T∗M⊗k we have |(ξ, ω)λ|2 6 c(ξ, ξ)(ω, ω), and for any
nonzero ξ ∈ L2T∗M⊗k there exists ω ∈ L2T∗M⊗k, such that (ξ, ω)λ 6= 0.
If λ ∈ Dα is real, then (·, ·)λ is the global inner product on the Riemannian
manifold (M, gλ), and
√
(·, ·)λ is an equivalent norm in L2T∗M⊗k, k = 0, 1.
Let d : C∞c (M) → C∞c T∗M be the exterior derivative. We introduce the
sesquilinear quadratic form
qλ[u, v] =
(
du, d(̺λv)
)
λ
, u, v ∈ C(qλ), λ ∈ Dα, (4.23)
where C(qλ) is a core.
Definition 4.3 In the case ∂M = ∅, and also in the case of the Neumann
Laplacian, we take C(qλ) ≡ C∞c (M). In the case of the Dirichlet Laplacian
the core C(qλ) consists of the functions u ∈ C∞c (M) with u↾∂M= 0.
The core C(qλ) is independent of λ ∈ Dα and dense in L2(M). Moreover,
C(λ∆) ⊆ C(qλ), cf. Definition 3.1. For all u ∈ C(λ∆) and v ∈ C(qλ) the Green
identity (du, dv)λ = (
λ∆u, v)λ can be verified e.g. in local coordinates. This
together with (4.23) and the definition of the density ̺λ gives
qλ[u, v] = (
λ∆u, v), u ∈ C(λ∆), v ∈ C(qλ). (4.24)
Thus to the unbounded operator λ∆ in L2(M) with the domain C(λ∆) there
corresponds the unbounded quadratic form qλ with the domain C(qλ).
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5 Analytic families of quadratic forms and operators
In this section we study the unbounded quadratic forms qλ and the correspond-
ing unbounded operators λ∆ in the Hilbert space L2(M). We show that the
forms are closable, and their closures define an analytic family Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ
in the sense of Kato [14]. This allows us to see that the closure of λ∆ is an
m-sectorial operator in L2(M), and the resolvent (λ∆ − µ)−1 is an analytic
function of λ and µ on some open subset of Dα × C.
We represent the form (4.23) as the sum
qλ[u, v] = (̺λdu, dv)λ + (du, vd̺λ)λ (5.1)
of two sesquilinear quadratic forms. For the first term in the right hand side
of (5.1) we prove the following assertion.
Lemma 5.1 There exist ϑ < π/2 and δ > 0, such that for all λ ∈ Dα we have
| arg(̺λdu, du)λ| 6 ϑ, δ(du, du)0 6 ℜ(̺λdu, du)λ 6 δ−1(du, du)0 ∀u ∈ C(qλ).
In other words, the form (̺λd·, d·)λ on the functions in C(qλ) is sectorial and
relatively bounded, the sector and the bounds are independent of λ ∈ Dα.
PROOF. Owing to (4.21) and (4.22) we have
(̺λdu, du)λ =
∫
M
gλ[du, du] dvol0, u ∈ C∞c (M),
where dvol0 is the Riemannian volume form on (M, g). Thus the assertion is
a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2. ✷
On the next step we show that the form (du, vd̺λ)λ in the right hand side
of (5.1) has an arbitrarily small relative bound with respect to the form
(̺λdu, dv)λ uniformly in λ.
Lemma 5.2 For any ǫ > 0 and all u ∈ C(qλ) the estimate
|(du, ud̺λ)λ| 6 ǫ|(̺λdu, du)λ|+ Cǫ−1(u, u)
holds, where the constant C is independent of ǫ, u, and λ ∈ Dα.
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PROOF. We have
|(du, ud̺λ)λ| 6
∫
M
|gλ[du, ud̺λ]/̺λ| dvol0
6 C
(∫
M
|gλ[du, d̺λ]|2 dvol0
)1/2(∫
M
|u|2 dvol0
)1/2
6 C
(
ǫ˜
∫
M
|gλ[du, d̺λ]|2 dvol0+ǫ˜−1(u, u)
)
(5.2)
with arbitrarily small ǫ˜ > 0 and C = 1/ infp∈M ̺λ(p). From Lemma 4.2 it fol-
lows that |ℑgpλ[ξ, ξ]| 6 (tanϑ)ℜgpλ[ξ, ξ], where ℜgpλ[·, ·] defines an inner product
in the space CT∗pM. This and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give
|gpλ[du, d̺λ]|2 6 (1 + tanϑ)2ℜgpλ[du, du]ℜgpλ[d̺λ, d̺λ].
Evidently d̺λ ≡ 0 on M\ {(R,∞)× Ω}. Below we establish the uniform in
λ ∈ Dα and p ∈ (R,∞)× Ω estimate ℜgpλ[d̺λ, d̺λ] < c.
In the local coordinates (x, y) we have
ℜgpλ[d̺λ, d̺λ] = ℜ(ξ · g−1λ (x, y)ξ) 6 δ−1/2|ξ|2,
where ξ = ∇xy̺λ(x, y), cf. (4.16). As R is sufficiently large, from Lemma 4.1
it follows that
0 < c 6 | detgλ(x, y)| 6 1/c, |∂rx∂qy det gλ(x, y)| 6 crq,
where r + |q| = 1, and the constants c and crq are independent of x > R, y ∈
κj [Ω∩Uj ], and λ ∈ Dα. This and (4.20) lead to the estimate |∇xy̺λ(x, y)|2 6 C
for all λ ∈ Dα, x > R, and y ∈ κj [Ω ∩Uj].
Thus |gpλ[du, d̺λ]|2 6 c(1 + tanϑ)2ℜgpλ[du, du], and finally we get∫
M
|gλ[du, d̺λ]|2 dvol0 6 c(1 + tanϑ)2ℜ
∫
M
gλ[du, du] dvol0
= c(1 + tanϑ)2ℜ(̺λdu, du)λ 6 c(1 + tanϑ)2|(̺λdu, du)λ|.
This together with (5.2) establishes the assertion for C = C2c(1 + tanϑ)2 and
an arbitrarily small ǫ = Cc(1 + tanϑ)2ǫ˜. ✷
Proposition 5.3 Introduce the Hilbert space D(qλ) as the completion of the
core C(qλ) with respect to the norm
√
(du, du)0 + ‖u‖2. Then the family of
unbounded quadratic forms Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ with the domain D(qλ) is analytic
in the sense of Kato [14]; i.e. qλ is a closed densely defined sectorial form,
D(qλ) is independent of λ, and the function Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ[u, u] is analytic for
any u ∈ D(qλ). Moreover, the sector of qλ is independent of λ.
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PROOF. It is clear that the nonnegative form q0, q0[u, u] ≡ (du, du)0, with
the domain D(qλ) is densely defined and closed. The domain D(qλ) is inde-
pendent of λ, because the core C(qλ) and the norm
√
(du, du)0 + ‖u‖2 are
independent of λ, cf. Definition 4.3.
As a consequence of the equality (5.1) and Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 we obtain
| arg(qλ[u, u] + γ‖u‖2)| 6 ϑ, (5.3)
δ(du, du)0 6 ℜqλ[u, u] + γ‖u‖2, ℜqλ[u, u] 6 δ−1
(
(du, du)0 + ‖u‖2
)
(5.4)
with some angle ϑ < π/2 and some positive constants δ and γ, which are
independent of u ∈ C(qλ) and λ ∈ Dα.
The estimate (5.3) shows that qλ is a sectorial form in the space L
2(M), and
the sector is independent of λ ∈ Dα. We recall that i) a sequence of functions
{uj} is said to be qλ−convergent, if uj is in the domain of qλ, ‖uj − u‖ → 0
and qλ[uj − um, uj − um] → 0 as j,m → ∞; ii) the form qλ is closed, if
every qλ-convergent sequence {uj} has a limit u in the domain of qλ, and
qλ[u− uj, u− uj]→ 0. From the inequalities
ℜqλ[u, u] + γ‖u‖2 6 |qλ[u, u] + γ‖u‖2| 6 (cosϑ)−1(ℜqλ[u, u] + γ‖u‖2)
together with the estimates (5.4), we conclude that the form qλ with the
domain D(qλ) is closed.
Let us show that for any u ∈ D(qλ) the function Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ[u, u] is
analytic. Let {uj} be a sequence inC(qλ) convergent to u in the norm ofD(qλ).
Then the analytic functions Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ[uj, uj] converge to the function
λ 7→ qλ[u, u] uniformly in λ ∈ Dα as j → +∞. Indeed, as a consequence of
the estimates (5.3) and (5.4) we get
|qλ[uj, uj]− qλ[u, u]|2 6 4|qλ[uj − u, uj] + γ(uj − u, uj)0|2
+ 4|qλ[u, u− uj] + γ(u, u− uj)0|2 + 2γ2(‖uj‖2 − ‖u‖2)2
6 4(1 + tanϑ)2
(
δ−1((duj, duj)0 + (du, du)0) + (γ + δ
−1)(‖uj‖2 + ‖u‖2)
)
×
(
δ−1(duj − du, duj − du)0 + (γ + δ−1)‖uj − u‖2
)
+ 2γ2
(
‖u‖2 − ‖uj‖2
)2
,
where the right hand side is independent of λ, and tends to zero as j → ∞.
Hence the limit Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ[u, u] is an analytic function. ✷
Theorem 5.4 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be fulfilled. Then the fol-
lowing assertions are valid.
1. The operator λ∆ in L2(M), initially defined on the core C(λ∆), admits a
closure. The domain of the closure will be denoted by D(λ∆).
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2. The operator λ∆ with the domain D(λ∆) is m-sectorial, and its sector is
independent of λ ∈ Dα. (Here m-sectorial means that the numerical range
{z ∈ C : z = (λ∆u, u), u ∈ D(λ∆)} and the spectrum σ(λ∆) of the operator
λ∆ both lie in some sector {z ∈ C : | arg(z − γ)| 6 ϑ} of angle 2ϑ < π.) In
particular, the Laplacian ∆ ≡ 0∆ is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator.
3. The resolvent Γ ∋ (λ, µ) 7→ (λ∆− µ)−1 is an analytic function of two vari-
ables on the open set Γ =
{
(λ, µ) : λ ∈ Dα, µ ∈ C \ σ(λ∆)
}
.
PROOF. By Proposition 5.3 the form qλ is densely defined, sectorial, and
closed. The equality (4.24) extends by continuity to all v ∈ D(qλ) and u ∈
C(λ∆). This implies that the deformed Laplacian λ∆, initially defined on the
dense in D(qλ) core C(
λ∆), is closable. The closure is an m-sectorial operator.
Indeed, the set of all densely defined closed sectorial sesquilinear forms and
the set of all m-sectorial operators are in one-to-one correspondence e.g. [14,
Chapter VI.2.1]. Namely, to every form qλ there corresponds a unique m-
sectorial operator λ∆ in L2(M), such that its domain D(λ∆) is dense in D(qλ),
and qλ[u, v] = (
λ∆u, v) for all u ∈ D(λ∆) and v ∈ D(qλ). Moreover, the
sector of λ∆ coincides with the sector of the form qλ. In particular, to the
symmetric nonnegative form q0 there corresponds a nonnegative selfadjoint
operator 0∆ ≡ ∆. The assertions 1 and 2 are proven.
By Proposition 5.3 the family of forms Dα ∋ λ 7→ qλ is analytic in the sense
of Kato. By definition this means that the family of m-sectorial operators
Dα ∋ λ 7→ λ∆ is an analytic family of type (B). As is known, any analytic
family of type (B) is also an analytic family of operators in the sense of
Kato e.g. [25,14]. Now a standard argument justifies the assertion 3, e.g. [25,
Theorem XII.7]. ✷
6 Localization of the essential spectrum
Consider the domain D(λ∆) of the m-sectorial operator λ∆ as a Hilbert space
with the norm
√
‖ · ‖2 + ‖λ∆ · ‖2. We say that µ is a point of the essential
spectrum σess(
λ∆), if the bounded operator λ∆ − µ : D(λ∆) → L2(M) is
not Fredholm. Recall that a bounded linear operator is said to be Fredholm
(or, equivalently, possesses the Fredholm property), if its kernel and cokernel
are finite-dimensional, and the range is closed. In this section we prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be fulfilled,and let λ ∈ Dα
be fixed. Then the continuous operator λ∆−µ : D(λ∆)→ L2(M) is Fredholm,
if and only if µ ∈ C does not meet the condition (3.3).
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The proof of Theorem 6.1 is essentially based on methods of the theory of el-
liptic non-homogeneous boundary value problems [18,15,16]. This theory pro-
vides us with necessary and sufficient conditions for the Fredholm property
of operators of non-homogeneous elliptic boundary value problems on M un-
der an assumption on stabilization of their coefficients at infinity. In fact, the
needed stabilization of the coefficients of the operator λ∆ (and also of the op-
erator λ∂ν , if ∂M 6= ∅) is guaranteed by the relation (4.9) in Lemma 4.1 and
the local representations (4.11). Once the ellipticity of the deformed Laplacian
is established, Theorem 6.1 can be obtained by known methods of the men-
tioned elliptic theory, except for necessity of the condition on µ in the case
∂M 6= ∅.
In the next two lemmas we show that the deformed Laplacian is an elliptic
operator on M. Then we prove Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 6.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be fulfilled. Then for all
λ ∈ Dα the deformed Laplacian λ∆ is a strongly elliptic differential operator
on the manifold M.
PROOF. Since ∆ is a strongly elliptic operator, and ∆ ≡ λ∆ outside of
the subset (R,∞) × Ω of the manifold M, we only need to check that the
deformed Laplacian λ∆ is strongly elliptic on (R,∞)×Ω, provided that R > 0
is sufficiently large. (We recall that λ∆ depends on R, however we do not
indicate this for brevity of notations.)
We will rely on the representation (4.11) of the operator λ∆ in the local coordi-
nates. Consider the principal symbol ξ ·g−1λ (x, y)ξ of λ∆ on Π, where ξ ∈ Rn+1
and (x, y) ∈ (R,∞)× κj [Uj ∩ Ω]. The operator λ∆ is strongly elliptic due to
the estimate (4.16) established in the proof of Lemma 4.2. ✷
In the case of a manifold M without boundary the deformed Laplacian is an
elliptic operator by Lemma 6.2. In the case ∂M 6= ∅ we also need to verify
the validity of the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition on ∂M. As is well known,
the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition is always satisfied for a strongly elliptic op-
erator and the Dirichlet boundary condition, e.g. [17]. Therefore the deformed
Dirichlet Laplacian is an elliptic operator on M. In the following lemma we
check the validity of the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition for the deformed Neu-
mann Laplacian.
Lemma 6.3 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 be fulfilled, and ∂M 6= ∅.
Then for all λ ∈ Dα the strongly elliptic operator λ∆ and the operator λ∂ν
of the deformed Neumann boundary condition satisfy the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı
condition on ∂M. In other words, the deformed Neumann Laplacian is an
elliptic operator on M.
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PROOF. The complex scaling does not deform the Laplacian and the op-
erator of the Neumann boundary condition outside of (R,∞) × Ω ⊂ M. As
is well known, the Neumann Laplacian satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı con-
dition, e.g. [27]. Thus we only need to prove that the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı
condition is valid for the strongly elliptic operator λ∆ on (R,∞)×Ω with the
operator λ∂ν of the deformed Neumann boundary conditions on (R,∞)× ∂Ω.
We recall that the operators λ∆ and λ∂ν both depend on R, however we do not
indicate this for brevity of notations.
The scheme of the proof is as follows. We first consider an auxiliary bound-
ary value problem on (R,∞) × Ω for a strongly elliptic operator, and show
that this problem satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition. As is known,
this condition implies that the corresponding parameter-dependent problem
on the half-axis R+ is uniquely solvable in the scale of Sobolev spaces. Then
we consider the parameter-dependent problem on R+ that corresponds to the
deformed Neumann Laplacian. We prove that this homogeneous problem has
no nontrivial solutions in the Sobolev space H2(R+), and therefore the de-
formed Neumann Laplacian satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition. Here
we rely on the fact that for large R the operators of these two problems on
R+ are close to each other in the operator norm. This is a consequence of the
estimate (4.8) in Lemma 4.1.
Recall that ∆Ω is the Laplacian on the compact manifold (Ω, h). Consider the
auxiliary operator ∆Ω −
(
(1 + λs′R(x))
−1∂x
)2
on (R,∞)×Ω. Observe that its
principal symbol is ξ ·∞g−1λ (x, y)ξ, where ξ ∈ Rn+1, (x, y) ∈ (R,∞)×κj [Uj∩Ω],
and
∞
gλ(x, y) is the matrix (4.7). Therefore the operator is strongly elliptic due
to the inequalities (4.19).
Let ∂η be the operator of the Neumann boundary conditions on (R,∞)× ∂Ω
taken with respect to the product metric
∞
g = dx ⊗ dx + h. Let us check the
validity of the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition on (R,∞)× ∂Ω for the pair
{
∆Ω −
(
(1 + λs′R(x))
−1∂x
)2
, ∂η
}
. (6.1)
Let {Uj} be a sufficiently fine open cover of Ω. In every neighborhood Uj with
Uj∩∂Ω 6= ∅ we pick boundary normal coordinates y = (y′, yn) on (Ω, h), such
that ∂yn coincides with the unit inward normal derivative given by the metric
h. Then (x, y) are local boundary normal coordinates on the semi-cylinder
(Π,
∞
g). In this coordinates we have the product metric representation
∞
g(y) = dx⊗ dx+
n−1∑
m,ℓ=1
hmℓ(y) dym ⊗ dyℓ + dyn ⊗ dyn.
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The principal part of the Laplacian ∆Ω at the points (y
′, 0) of Uj ∩ ∂Ω has
the form −Q(y′, ∂y′)− ∂2yn . Here Q(y′, ξ′) is a positive definite quadratic form
in ξ′ ∈ Rn−1, whose coefficients are functions of y′. Let ξ = (ξ0, ξ′) ∈ Rn. The
Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition for the pair (6.1) is satisfied at a point (x, y′, 0),
if for all ξ ∈ Rn \ {0} the parameter-dependent problem on R+
(
(1+λs′R(x))
−2ξ20+Q(y
′, ξ′)−∂2yn
)
u(yn) = 0 for yn ∈ R+, ∂ynu(0) = 0 (6.2)
has no nontrivial solutions, which are exponentially decaying as yn → +∞.
For ξ 6= 0, any bounded solution of (6.2) must be a multiple of
e−yn
√
(1+λs′R(x))
−2ξ2
0
+Q(y′,ξ′).
Due to the inequalities 0 6 s′R(x) 6 1 and |λ| < sinα < 2−1/2 we have
ℜ(1 + λs′R(x))−2 > 0, and therefore
∂yne
−yn
√
(1+λs′
R
(x))−2ξ2
0
+Q(y′,ξ′) ↾yn=0= −
√
(1 + λs′R(x))
−2ξ20 +Q(y
′, ξ′) 6= 0
for all ξ ∈ Rn \ {0}. Thus the pair (6.1) satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı
condition on (R,∞)× ∂Ω.
On the other hand, it is well known [16,27,17] that the pair (6.1) satisfies the
Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı condition at (x, y′, 0), if and only if for all ξ ∈ Rn \ {0}
the mapping
H2(R+) ∋ u 7→
{(
(1+ λs′R(x))
−2ξ20 +Q(y
′, ξ′)− ∂2yn
)
u, ∂ynu(0)
}
∈ L2(R+)×C
realizes an isomorphism; here the space L2(R+) and the Sobolev space H
2(R+)
are endowed with the usual norms
‖f‖L2(R+) =
(∫ ∞
0
|f(yn)|2 dyn
)1/2
, ‖u‖H2(R+) =
(∑
j62
‖∂jynu‖2L2(R+)
)1/2
.
Hence for all ξ ∈ Rn \ {0} and u ∈ H2(R+) the estimate
‖u‖H2(R+) 6 C
(∥∥∥((1 + λs′R(x))−2ξ20 +Q(y′, ξ′)− ∂2yn
)
u
∥∥∥
L2(R+)
+ |∂ynu(0)|
)
(6.3)
holds, where the constant C may depend on ξ, x, y′, λ, and R, but not on u.
Our next aim is to show that there exists a universal constant C, such that
the estimate (6.3) remains valid for all ξ ∈ Sn = {ξ ∈ Rn : |ξ| = 1}, x > R,
y′, λ ∈ Dα, and R > 0.
Observe first that the constant C in (6.3) is independent of R, because the
estimate (6.3) with R replaced by R˜ can be obtained from (6.3) by the change
of variables x 7→ x+R − R˜. Without loss of generality we set R = 0.
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The function s′ ≡ s′0, and therefore the estimate (6.3), depend on x only on a
compact subset K of R+, cf. (3.1). We can cover the compact set K×Dα× Sn
by a finite number of sufficiently small neighborhoods. As before we justify the
estimate (6.3) for a fixed point (x, λ, ξ, y′). As (x˜, λ˜, ξ˜, y˜′) varies in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of (x, λ, ξ, y′), the estimate
∥∥∥((1 + λ˜s′(x˜))−2ξ˜20 + Q(y˜′,ξ˜′))u
−
(
(1 + λs′(x))−2ξ20+Q(y
′, ξ′)
)
u
∥∥∥
L2(R+)
6 ǫ‖u‖H2(R+)
(6.4)
remains valid for some ǫ < 1/C. Then (6.4) together with (6.3) implies
‖u‖H2(R+) 6 (1/C − ǫ)−1
(∥∥∥((1 + λs′(x˜))−2ξ˜20
+Q(y˜′, ξ˜′)− ∂2yn
)
u
∥∥∥
L2(R+)
+ |∂ynu(0)|
)
.
(6.5)
We have proved that there exists C <∞, such that the estimate (6.3) is valid
for all ξ ∈ Sn, x > R, (y′, 0) ∈ κj [∂Ω ∩Uj], λ ∈ Dα, and R > 0.
Let gλ(x, y) be the matrix (4.6). We take the principal part of the deformed
Laplacian λ∆ written in the local coordinates, cf. (4.11). Then we freeze the
coefficients of the principal part at a point of the boundary, and replace ∂x by
−iξ0 and ∂y′ by −iξ′. As a result we get the parameter-dependent operator
(ξ, i∂yn)g
−1
λ (x, y
′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺, yn ∈ R+.
The deformed Neumann boundary condition λ∂νu = 0 can be written in the
local coordinates as follows
(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
g−1λ,nn(x, y
′, 0)
)
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)∇xyu(x, y′, 0) = 0,
cf. (4.11). The deformed Neumann Laplacian satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskiˇı
condition at (x, y′, 0), if for all ξ ∈ Rn \ {0} the problem
(ξ, i∂yn)g
−1
λ (x, y
′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺u(yn) = 0 for yn ∈ R+,(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
g−1λ,nn(x, y
′, 0)
)
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺u(0) = 0
(6.6)
has no nontrivial solutions, which are exponentially decaying as yn → +∞.
In the boundary normal coordinates we have
(1 + λs′R(x))
−2ξ20 +Q(y
′, ξ′)− ∂2yn = (ξ, i∂yn)
∞
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺,
i∂yn =
(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
∞
g−1λ,nn(x, y
′, 0)
)
∞
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺,
where
∞
gλ(x, y) is the matrix (4.7).
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Recall that the matrices gλ(x, y) and
∞
gλ(x, y) both depend on R. Moreover,
by virtue of Lemma 4.1, g−1λ (x, y) tends to
∞
g−1λ (x, y) uniformly in x > R,
y ∈ κj [Ω ∩ Uj], and λ ∈ Dα as R → +∞. As a consequence we have the
uniform in ξ ∈ Sn, x > R, y′, and λ ∈ Dα estimates
‖(ξ, i∂yn)
(
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)− ∞g−1λ (x, y′, 0)
)
(ξ, i∂yn)
⊺u‖L2(R+) 6 c(R)‖u‖H2(R+),∣∣∣(0, . . . , 0, 1/√g−1λ,nn(x, y′, 0))g−1λ (x, y′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)⊺u(0)− i∂ynu(0)
∣∣∣
6 c(R)‖u‖H2(R+),
where c(R)→ 0 as R→ +∞. These estimates together with (6.3) imply that
‖u‖H2(R+) 6 C(R)
(
‖(ξ, i∂yn)g−1λ (x, y′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)⊺u‖L2(R+)
+
∣∣∣(0, . . . , 0, 1/√g−1λ,nn(x, y′, 0))g−1λ (x, y′, 0)(ξ, i∂yn)⊺u(0)∣∣∣), (6.7)
where the constant C(R) = (1/C−c(R))−1 is positive (for all sufficiently large
R) and independent of ξ ∈ Sn, x > R, y′, and λ ∈ Dα.
Substituting u(yn) = v(|ξ|yn) into the problem (6.6), we get
(|ξ|−1ξ, i∂yn)g−1λ (x, y′, 0)(|ξ|−1ξ, i∂yn)⊺v(yn) = 0 for yn ∈ R+,(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
g−1λ,nn(x, y
′, 0)
)
g−1λ (x, y
′, 0)(|ξ|−1ξ, i∂yn)⊺v(0) = 0.
(6.8)
Consequently, the problem (6.6) has an exponentially decaying solution u for
some ξ ∈ Rn\{0}, if and only if there exists an exponentially decaying solution
v of the problem (6.8), where |ξ|−1ξ ∈ Sn. In the estimate (6.7) we replace u
by v and ξ by |ξ|−1ξ, and conclude that the problem (6.8) with |ξ|−1ξ ∈ Sn
has no nontrivial solutions v ∈ H2(R+). Therefore for any ξ ∈ Rn \ {0} the
problem (6.6) has no exponentially decaying solutions. This proves that there
exists a sufficiently large R > 0, such that the deformed Neumann Laplacian
is an elliptic operator on M for all values of the scaling parameter λ in the
disk Dα. ✷
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We prove the theorem for the case of the deformed
Neumann Laplacian λ∆ on M. In the case ∂M = ∅, as well as in the case
of the deformed Dirichlet Laplacian, the proof is similar, and in fact simpler,
cf. [12]. We leave it to the reader.
We will rely on the following lemma due to Peetre, see e.g. [17, Lemma 5.1],
[16, Lemma 3.4.1] or [24]:
Let X ,Y and Z be Banach spaces, where X is compactly embedded into Z.
Furthermore, let L be a linear continuous operator from X to Y. Then the
next two assertions are equivalent: (i) the range of L is closed in Y and
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dimkerL <∞, (ii) there exists a constant C, such that
‖u‖X 6 C(‖Lu‖Y + ‖u‖Z) ∀u ∈ X . (6.9)
Sufficiency. Here we assume that the spectral parameter µ does not meet
the condition (3.3), and establish an estimate of type (6.9) for the deformed
Neumann Laplacian.
We first show that the operator λ∆ onM and the operator λ∂ν of the deformed
Neumann boundary condition on ∂M stabilize at infinity in a certain sense.
Consider the differential operator ∆Ω − (1 + λ)−2∂2x in the infinite cylinder
R×Ω. By ∂η we denote the operator of the Neumann boundary condition on
R× ∂Ω, taken with respect to the product metric dx⊗ dx+ h on R× Ω. Let
T > 0 be so large that s′R(x) = 1 for all x > T (here sR(x) = s(x− R) with a
function s obeying the conditions (3.1) and a sufficiently large fixed parameter
R). Then for all x > T we can write the differences λ∆− (∆Ω − (1 + λ)−2∂2x)
and λ∂ν − ∂η in the local coordinates (x, y) on Π as follows:
1√
det gλ
∇xy ·
√
det gλg
−1
λ ∇xy −
1√
det
∞
gλ
∇xy ·
√
det
∞
gλ
∞
g−1λ ∇xy,
((
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
∞
g−1λ,nn
)
∞
g−1λ −
(
0, . . . , 0, 1/
√
g−1λ,nn
)
g−1λ
)
↾yn=0 ∇xy,
(6.10)
where gλ is the matrix (4.6), and
∞
gλ is the matrix (4.7). Due to the prop-
erty (4.9) of g−1λ , the coefficients of the operators (6.10) uniformly tend to
zero as x→ +∞. In this sense λ∆ and λ∂ν stabilize at infinity to the operators
∆Ω − (1 + λ)−2∂2x and ∂η, whose coefficients are independent of x.
Introduce the Sobolev space Hℓ(R × Ω) of functions on the infinite cylinder
R× Ω as the completion of the set C∞c (R× Ω) with respect to the norm
‖u‖Hℓ(R×Ω) =
(∫
R
∑
r6ℓ
‖∂rxu‖2Hℓ−r(Ω) dx
)1/2
,
where Hℓ(Ω) is the Sobolev space of functions on the compact manifold Ω.
Here and elsewhere the norms in the Sobolev spaces on smooth compact man-
ifolds are defined in local coordinates with the help of a finite partition of
unity; e.g. Hℓ(Ω) is the completion of the set C∞c (Ω) with respect to the norm
‖u‖Hℓ(Ω) =
(∑
j
∫
κj [Ω∩Uj ]
∑
|q|6ℓ
|∂qy(φju)(y)|2 dy
)1/2
,
where {Uj, κj} is the atlas on Ω, and {φj} is a partition of unity subordinated
to the cover {Uj}. Although the norm in Hℓ(Ω) depends on the atlas and the
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partition of unity, the norms corresponding to different atlases and partitions
of unity are equivalent.
LetH1/2(R×∂Ω) be the space of traces u↾R×∂Ω of the functions u ∈ H1(R×Ω).
By applying the Fourier transform Fx 7→ξ we pass from the continuous operator
{∆Ω− (1+λ)−2∂2x−µ, ∂η} : H2(R×Ω)→ H0(R×Ω)×H1/2(R×∂Ω) (6.11)
of the Neumann boundary value problem in the infinite cylinder R×Ω to the
operator {∆Ω+(1+λ)−2ξ2−µ, ∂η} of the Neumann boundary value problem on
(Ω, h). Assume that µ does not meet the condition (3.3) or, equivalently, that
for any ξ ∈ R the number µ−(1+λ)−2ξ2 is not an eigenvalue νj of the Neumann
Laplacian on (Ω, h). Then a known argument, see e.g. [18, Theorem 4.1] or [16,
Theorem 5.2.2] or [15, Theorem 2.4.1], shows that the operator (6.11) realizes
an isomorphism. In particular, the estimate
‖u‖H2(R×Ω) 6 C(‖(∆Ω− (1+λ)−2∂2x−µ)u‖H0(R×Ω)+‖∂ηu‖H1/2(R×∂Ω)) (6.12)
is valid with an independent of u ∈ H2(R× Ω) constant C = C(µ, λ) > 0.
Let χT (x) = χ(x − T ), where χ ∈ C∞(R) is a cutoff function, such that
χ(x) = 1 for x > −3 and χ(x) = 0 for x 6 −4. As a consequence of the
stabilization of λ∆ and λ∂ν at infinity, we obtain the estimate
‖(λ∆−∆Ω + (1 + λ)−2∂2x)χTu‖H0(R×Ω)
+ ‖(λ∂ν − ∂η)χTu‖H1/2(R×∂Ω) 6 c(T )‖χTu‖H2(R×Ω),
where c(T ) → 0 as T → +∞. This together with (6.12) implies that for a
sufficiently large fixed T = T (µ, λ) > 0 the estimate
‖χTu‖H2(R×Ω) 6 C
(
‖(λ∆− µ)χTu‖H0(R×Ω) + ‖λ∂νχTu‖H1/2(R×∂Ω)
)
(6.13)
holds, where the constant C = (1/C − c(T ))−1 > 0 may depend on µ and λ,
but not on u ∈ H2(R× Ω).
Without loss of generality we can assume that (0, T ) × Ω ⊂ Mc, cf. Fig 2.
If it is not the case, then we take a larger smooth compact manifold Mc,
inserting the cylinder (0, T ) × Ω instead of the part (0, 1) × Ω of Mc; recall
that (0, 1)× Ω ⊂Mc ∩ Π by our assumptions in Section 3.
Let ρ, ς ∈ C∞c (M) be some cutoff functions, such that ρ = 1 onM\(T−2,∞)
and ρ = 0 on (T − 1,∞)×Ω, while ςρ = ρ and supp ς ⊂Mc. We assume that
u ∈ C∞c (M), and ςλ∂νu is extended from ∂Mc ∩ ∂M to ∂Mc \ ∂M by zero.
As the deformed Neumann Laplacian is an elliptic operator on M, the local
coercive estimate
‖ρu‖H2(Mc) 6 C(‖ςλ∆u‖L2(M) + ‖ςλ∂νu‖H1/2(∂Mc) + ‖ςu‖L2(M)) (6.14)
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can be obtained in a usual way from local elliptic coercive estimates in Rn+1
and Rn × R+ by gluing them together with the help of local coordinates and
a finite partition of unity on (Mc, g ↾Mc). (In (6.14) and further in this proof
we write ‖ · ‖L2(M) for the norm in L2(M) for uniformity of notations.) We
rewrite the estimate (6.13) for u ∈ C∞c (M) in the form
‖χTu‖H2(R×Ω) 6C
(
‖χT (λ∆− µ)u‖H0(R×Ω) + ‖χT λ∂νu‖H1/2(R×∂Ω)
+ ‖[λ∆, χT ]u‖H0(R×Ω) + ‖[λ∂ν , χT ]u‖H1/2(R×∂Ω)
)
,
where the commutators [λ∆, χT ] and [
λ∂ν , χT ] are equal to zero outside of the
set (T − 5, T − 2)× Ω ⊂Mc. Since ρ = 1 on this set, we get the estimate
‖[λ∆, χT ]u‖H0(R×Ω) + ‖[λ∂ν , χT ]u‖H1/2(R×∂Ω) 6 C‖ρu‖H2(Mc).
Due to stabilization of g at infinity to the product metric dx⊗dx+h we have
‖χTF‖2H0(R×Ω) =
∫
R+
‖χTF‖2L2(Ω) dx 6 C‖F‖2L2(M) ∀F ∈ L2(M).
Before proceeding further, introduce the Sobolev space H2(M) as the com-
pletion of the set C∞c (M) with respect to the norm
‖u‖H2(M) := ‖χTu‖H2(R×Ω) + ‖ρu‖H2(Mc).
We also introduce the space of traces H1/2(∂M) as the completion of the set
C∞c (∂M) with respect to the norm
‖u‖H1/2(∂M) = ‖χTu‖H1/2(R×∂Ω) + ‖ςu‖H1/2(∂Mc).
Then from the last four estimates it follows that
‖u‖H2(M) 6 C
(
‖(λ∆− µ)u‖L2(M) + ‖λ∂νu‖H1/2(∂M) + ‖ςu‖L2(M)
)
, (6.15)
where the constant C depends on λ and µ, but not on u ∈ H2(M). Due to
the stabilization of g at infinity to dx⊗ dx+ h we also have the estimate
‖λ∆u‖L2(M) + ‖λ∂νu‖H1/2(∂M) + ‖u‖L2(M) 6 c‖u‖H2(M) ∀u ∈ H2(M),
which can be easily verified in local coordinates. This together with the esti-
mate (6.15) implies that ‖ · ‖H2(M) is an equivalent norm in the space D(λ∆).
Let w be a bounded rapidly decreasing at infinity positive function on M,
such that the embedding of H2(M) into the weighted space L2(M,w) with
the norm ‖w · ‖L2(M) is compact. Then D(λ∆) is compactly embedded into
L2(M,w). As a consequence of (6.15) we obtain the estimate
‖u‖H2(M) 6 C
(
‖(λ∆− µ)u‖L2(M) + ‖wu‖L2(M)
)
∀u ∈ D(λ∆) (6.16)
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of type (6.9). Then by the Peetre’s lemma the range of the continuous operator
λ∆− µ : D(λ∆)→ L2(M) is closed and the kernel is finite-dimensional.
In order to see that the cokernel of the operator λ∆−µ is finite dimensional, one
can apply the same argument to the adjoint operator λ∆∗ = 1
̺
λ
λ∆̺λ, defined
on the functions u ∈ H2(M) satisfying the boundary condition λ∂ν̺λu = 0.
We only note that the operators 1
̺
λ
λ∆̺λ and
1
̺
λ
λ∂ν̺λ stabilize at infinity to
the operators ∆Ω− (1+λ)−2∂2x and ∂η. If µ does not meet the condition (3.3),
this allows to obtain the estimate
‖u‖H2(M) 6 C
(
‖(λ∆− µ)∗u‖L2(M) + ‖wu‖L2(M)
)
∀u ∈ D(λ∆∗),
which implies that the cokernel coker(λ∆− µ) = ker(λ∆− µ)∗ is finite dimen-
sional. Thus the deformed Neumann Laplacian λ∆ − µ : D(λ∆) → L2(M) is
Fredholm, if µ does not meet the condition (3.3).
Necessity. Now we assume that µ meets the condition (3.3) for some j, and
show that the operator λ∆ − µ : D(λ∆) → L2(M) is not Fredholm. By the
Peetre’s lemma it suffices to find a sequence {vℓ}∞ℓ=1 of functions vℓ ∈ D(λ∆)
violating the estimate (6.16).
We first show that for some µ0 < 0 the continuous operator
{λ∆− µ0, λ∂ν} : H2(M)→ L2(M)×H1/2(∂M) (6.17)
realizes an isomorphism. With this aim in mind we replace ςu by wu in the
estimate (6.15). Then by the Peetre’s lemma the range of the operator (6.17) is
closed. It is easy to see that the elements in the cokernel of the operator (6.17)
are of the form {v, v ↾∂M}, where v ∈ ker(λ∆ − µ0)∗ ⊂ D(λ∆∗). Indeed, let
{v, v} be in the kernel of the adjoint operator
{λ∆− µ0, λ∂ν}∗ : L2(M)× (H1/2(∂M))∗ → (H2(M))∗.
Then (λ∆u−µ0u, v)+〈λ∂νu, v〉 = 0 for all u ∈ H2(M), where the brackets 〈·, ·〉
denote the inner product in the space L2(∂M) on (∂M, g↾∂M) extended to the
pairs in H1/2(∂M) × (H1/2(∂M))∗. Since D(λ∆) ⊂ H2(M), we immediately
see that v ∈ ker(λ∆− µ0)∗. Then the Green identity gives
〈λ∂νu, v − v ↾∂M〉 = 0 ∀u ∈ H2(M),
and therefore v = v ↾∂M. By Theorem 5.4.2 there exists µ0 < 0, such that
µ0 /∈ σ(λ∆). As a consequence, the operator (6.17) realizes an isomorphism.
Let χ be a smooth cutoff function on the real line, such that χ(x) = 1 for
|x− 3| 6 1, and χ(x) = 0 for |x− 3| > 2. Consider the functions
uℓ(x, y) = χ(x/ℓ) exp
(
i(1 + λ)
√
µ− νjx
)
Φ(y), (x, y) ∈ R× Ω, (6.18)
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where Φ is an eigenfunction of the Neumann Laplacian ∆Ω corresponding to
the eigenvalue νj. It is clear that uℓ satisfies the Neumann boundary condition
∂ηuℓ = 0 on R× ∂Ω. As µ meets the condition (3.3), the exponent in (6.18) is
an oscillating function of x ∈ R. Straightforward calculation shows that∥∥∥(∆Ω − (1 + λ)−2∂2x − µ)uℓ∥∥∥H0(R×Ω) 6 const, ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω) →∞ (6.19)
as ℓ → +∞. We extend the functions uℓ from their supports in Π to M by
zero. Then uℓ ∈ C∞c (M) and λ∂νuℓ ∈ C∞c (∂M).
Introduce the functions
vℓ = uℓ − ({λ∆− µ0, λ∂ν})−1{0,λ∂νuℓ}.
It is clear that vℓ ∈ D(λ∆). We also have
‖({λ∆−µ0, λ∂ν})−1{0,λ∂νuℓ}‖H2(M)
6 C‖(λ∂ν − ∂η)uℓ‖H1/2(∂M) 6 Cℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω),
(6.20)
where Cℓ → 0 as ℓ→ +∞ due to stabilization of λ∂ν to ∂η at infinity. Hence
‖vℓ‖H2(M) > ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω) − Cℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω),
‖vℓ − uℓ‖H2(M) 6 Cℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω). (6.21)
Assume that the estimate (6.16) is valid. Without loss of generality we can
take a rapidly decreasing weight w, such that ‖wuℓ‖L2(M) 6 Const uniformly
in ℓ > 1, and the imbedding H2(M) →֒ L2(M;w) is compact. It is clear that
‖wu‖L2(M) 6 c‖u‖H2(M) with some independent of u ∈ H2(M) constant c.
Therefore
‖wvℓ‖L2(M) 6 Const + cCℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω), (6.22)
cf. (6.21). Due to stabilization of λ∆ to ∆Ω − (1 + λ)−2∂2x at infinity we have
‖(λ∆−∆Ω + (1 + λ)−2∂2x)uℓ‖L2(M) 6 cℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω),
where cℓ → 0 as ℓ→ +∞. This together with (6.19) and (6.21) gives
‖(λ∆− µ)vℓ‖L2(M) 6 C
∥∥∥(−(1 + λ)−2∂2x +∆Ω − µ)uℓ
∥∥∥
H0(R×Ω)
+‖(λ∆−∆Ω + (1 + λ)−2∂2x)uℓ‖L2(M) + ‖(λ∆− µ)(vℓ − uℓ)‖L2(M)
6 C · const+ (cℓ + CCℓ)‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω).
(6.23)
Finally, as a consequence of (6.21), (6.16), (6.23) and (6.22), we get
‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω) − Cℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω)
6 ‖vℓ‖H2(M) 6 C(‖(λ∆− µ)vℓ‖L2(M) + ‖wvℓ‖L2(M))
6 C(C · const+ (CCℓ + cℓ)‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω) + Const + cCℓ‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω)).
(6.24)
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Since cℓ → 0 and Cℓ → 0, the inequalities (6.24) imply that the value
‖uℓ‖H2(R×Ω) remains bounded as ℓ → +∞. This contradicts (6.19). Thus the
sequence {vℓ}∞ℓ=1 violates the estimate (6.16). The necessity is proven. ✷
7 Resolvent matrix elements meromorphic continuation
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, applying the Aguilar-
Balslev-Combes argument to the resolvent matrix elements ((∆− µ)−1F,G),
where F and G are in the set A of analytic vectors, and (·, ·) is the inner
product in L2(M).
Recall that E is the algebra of all entire functions C ∋ z 7→ f(z, ·) ∈ C∞(Ω),
such that in any sector |ℑz| 6 (1 − ǫ)ℜz with ǫ > 0 the value ‖f(z, ·)‖L2(Ω)
decays faster than any inverse power of ℜz as ℜz → +∞. By definition a
function F ∈ L2(M) is in the set A, if F (x, y) = f(x, y) for some f ∈ E and
all (x, y) ∈ Π. For F ∈ A and λ ∈ C we define the function F ◦ κλ on M by
the rule F ◦ κλ ≡ F on M\ Π, and
F ◦ κλ(x, y) = f(x+ λsR(x), y), (x, y) ∈ Π. (7.1)
Here f(x + λsR(x), ·) is the value of the corresponding to F entire function
f ∈ E at the point z = x + λsR(x), and κλ(x, y) = (x + λsR(x), y) is the
complex scaling in Π.
Lemma 7.1 Let sR(x) = s(x − R), where R > 0 and s a smooth function
obeying the conditions (3.1). Then we have: 1) For any F ∈ A, λ 7→ F ◦ κλ
is an L2(M)-valued analytic function in the disk |λ| < 2−1/2; 2) For any λ in
this disk the image κλ[A] = {F ◦ κλ : F ∈ A} of A under κλ is dense in the
space L2(M).
PROOF. In essence, this proposition is based on [10, Theorem 3].
Since F ◦ κλ ≡ F on M\ Π, it suffices to consider the functions F ∈ A with
supports in the semi-cylinder Π. For all these functions the estimate
‖F‖2 6 C
∫
R+
‖F (x, ·)‖2L2(Ω) dx (7.2)
is valid due to the stabilization of g to the product metric dx ⊗ dx + h at
infinity; recall that ‖ · ‖ is the norm in the space L2(M) on the Riemannian
manifold (M, g).
1) Let x ∈ R+. We set z = x+λsR(x). Then |ℜz|2−|ℑz|2 > x2/2−|λ|2|sR(x)|2.
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Since sR(x) < x, for all λ in the disk |λ| 6
√
1/2− ǫ we get
|ℜz|2 − |ℑz|2 > ǫx2 > ǫ|sR(x)|2 > 2ǫ|ℑz|2.
Therefore |ℑz| 6 (1 + 2ǫ)−1/2ℜz. On the other hand ℜz > (1 − 2−1/2)x. The
equality (7.1) with f ∈ E , combined with the definition of the algebra E ,
implies that the value ‖F ◦ κλ(x, ·)‖L2(Ω) decreases faster than any inverse
power of x as x → ∞, uniformly in λ with |λ| 6
√
1/2− ǫ. Therefore we
have F ◦ κλ ∈ L2(M) because of (7.2). It remains to note that (F ◦ κλ, G) is
analytic in |λ| < 2−1/2 for any G ∈ L2(M), where (·, ·) is the inner product in
L2(M). The assertion 1) of the proposition is proven.
2) Given h ∈ C∞c (Π) we construct a sequence fℓ ∈ E , such that the function
R+ ∋ x 7→ gℓ(x) = fℓ(x + λsR(x)) ∈ C∞(Ω) tends to h in L2(M) as ℓ → ∞.
Since the set {F ∈ L2(M) : F ↾Π∈ C∞c (Π)} is dense in L2(M), this will imply
that the set κλ[A] is also dense in L2(M).
Namely, let
fℓ(z) =
√
ℓ
π
∫
R
h(x) exp[−ℓ(z − x− λsR(x))2](1 + λs′R(x)) dx, ℓ > 1,
where h(x) = 0 for x 6 0. It is clear that z 7→ fℓ(z) ∈ C∞(Ω) is an entire
function. Since h is compactly supported, z 7→ ‖fℓ(z)‖L2(Ω) has the same falloff
at infinity as exp(−ℓz2), i.e. fℓ ∈ E . In order to prove that fℓ tends to h in
L2(M), we set
v(x, x˜;λ) = x+ λsR(x)− x˜− λsR(x˜).
From the conditions (3.1) on the function s it follows that for all λ in the disk
|λ| 6
√
1/2− ǫ we get |ℜv|2 − |ℑv|2 > ǫ|x− x˜|2, and therefore
| exp(−v2(x, x˜;λ))| 6 exp(−ǫ|x− x˜|2). (7.3)
For all real λ in the disk |λ| 6
√
1/2− ǫ we get the equalities
√
ℓ
π
∫
R
exp[−ℓ(x+λsR(x)− x˜−λsR(x˜))2](1+λs′R(x)) dx =
√
ℓ
π
∫
R
e−ℓv
2
dv = 1.
Due to (7.3) these equalities extend by analyticity to the disk |λ| 6
√
1/2− ǫ.
Thus we have established the equality
h(x˜)− gℓ(x˜) =
√
ℓ
π
∫
R
e−ℓv
2(x,x˜;λ)(h(x˜)− h(x))(1 + λs′R(x)) dx. (7.4)
This together with (7.3) gives us the uniform in λ estimate
‖h(x˜)− gℓ(x˜)‖L2(Ω) 6 C
√
ℓ
∫
R
e−ℓε(x−x˜)
2‖h(x˜)− h(x)‖L2(Ω) dx. (7.5)
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It is known property of the Weierstraß singular integral [28] that for all x˜ ∈ R
√
ℓ
∫
R
e−ℓε(x−x˜)
2‖h(x˜)− h(x)‖L2(Ω) dx→ 0 as ℓ→ +∞. (7.6)
From (7.5), (7.6), and (7.2) we conclude that gℓ converges to h in the norm of
L2(M) as ℓ→ +∞. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The assertion 1 was proven in Theorem 5.4, and
the assertion 3 is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.1.
4. Let λ ∈ Dα be fixed. By Theorem 5.4.2 there is a point µ < 0 in the
resolvent set of λ∆. Every µ < 0 is in the simply connected set C \ σess(λ∆),
cf. Fig. 4. This implies that λ∆−µ : D(λ∆)→ L2(M) is an analytic Fredholm
operator function of µ ∈ C \ σess(λ∆). It is a known result of the analytic
Fredholm theory e.g. [15, Proposition A.8.4] that the spectrum of an analytic
Fredholm operator function consists of isolated eigenvalues of finite algebraic
multiplicity. Thus σ(λ∆) = σess(
λ∆) ∪ σd(λ∆).
6. Let us first obtain a relation between the matrix elements ((∆− µ)−1F,G)
and some matrix elements of the resolvent (λ∆− µ)−1 for a real λ ∈ Dα.
The Riemannian geometry gives the equality
(∆− µ)u =
(
(λ∆− µ)(u ◦ κλ)
)
◦ κ−1λ ∀u ∈ C(0∆), (7.7)
where u ◦κλ is in the core C(λ∆) introduced in Definition 3.1. We take µ < 0
outside of the sector of the m-sectorial operator λ∆, see Theorem 5.4.2. Then
for all λ ∈ Dα the operator λ∆− µ has a bounded inverse, and we can rewrite
the equality (7.7) in the form
(∆− µ)−1F =
(
(λ∆− µ)−1(F ◦ κλ)
)
◦ κ−1λ , (7.8)
where F is in the set {F = (∆ − µ)u : u ∈ C(0∆)}. This set is dense in
L2(M), because the core C(0∆) is dense in L2(M), and the operator ∆−µ is
invertible. Recall that (F,G)λ =
∫
FG dvolλ for F,G ∈ L2(M), and
√
(·, ·)λ
is an equivalent norm in L2(M) as λ is real, see Section 4. It is clear that
(F ◦ κλ, F ◦ κλ)λ = (F, F )0. As a consequence, the (real) scaling F 7→ F ◦ κλ
realizes an isomorphism in L2(M), and the equality (7.8) extends by continuity
to all F ∈ L2(M). Taking the inner product in L2(M) of the equality (7.8)
with G ∈ L2(M), and using the identity (H ◦ κ−1λ , G) = (H,G ◦ κλ)λ in the
right hand side, we obtain the relation(
(∆− µ)−1F,G
)
=
(
(λ∆− µ)−1(F ◦ κλ), G ◦ κλ
)
λ
, λ ∈ Dα ∩ R, (7.9)
between the matrix elements of the resolvents (∆− µ)−1 and (λ∆− µ)−1.
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We intend to implement the Aguilar-Balslev-Combes argument to the equal-
ity (7.9). In other words, for arbitrary F and G in the set A of analytic vectors,
we will extend the equality (7.9) by analyticity to all λ in the disk Dα. Then
the right hand side of (7.9) will provide the left hand side with a meromorphic
continuation in µ across σess(∆).
Let F,G ∈ A. Then by Lemma 7.1 F ◦ κλ and G ◦ κλ are L2(M)-valued
analytic functions of λ in the disk Dα. The resolvent (λ∆−µ)−1 is an analytic
function of λ ∈ Dα by Theorem 5.4.3. As a consequence, the equality (7.9)
extends by analyticity to all λ ∈ Dα.
We take some λ ∈ Dα with ℑλ 6= 0, and consider the Left Hand Side (LHS) and
the Right Hand Side (RHS) in (7.9) as functions of µ. The LHS is meromorphic
in µ ∈ C \ σess(∆) with poles at the points of σd(∆). The spectrum σ(∆) of
the nonnegative selfadjoint operator ∆ is a subset of the half-line R+. On the
other hand, the RHS is a meromorphic function on the set µ ∈ C \ σess(λ∆).
Therefore the RHS provides the LHS with a meromorphic continuation from
µ ∈ C \ σess(∆) across the intervals (νj , νj+1), j ∈ N, to the strips between
the rays of σess(
λ∆), cf. Fig. 4. It is clear that the meromorphic continuation
can have poles only at points of σd(
λ∆). Conversely, let µ0 ∈ σd(λ∆), and
let P be the corresponding Riesz projection (i.e. the first order residue of
(λ∆ − µ)−1 at the pole µ0). The kernel ker(λ∆ − µ0) 6= {0} is in the range of
P. Recall that the form (·, ·)λ is non-degenerate, and the sets κλ[A] and κλ[A]
are dense in L2(M) by Lemma 7.1. Therefore for some F,G ∈ A we must
have
(
PF ◦ κλ, G ◦ κλ
)
λ
6= 0. Thus µ0 is a pole.
2. The LHS is independent of the scaling function s. Hence the meromorphic
continuation of LHS and its poles are independent of s. This together with the
assertion 6 implies that σd(
λ∆) does not depend on s. By the assertion 3 the
essential spectrum σess(
λ∆) is also independent of s. Therefore the spectrum
σ(λ∆) = σess(
λ∆) ∪ σd(λ∆) is independent of s.
5. Let µ ∈ σd(λ∆). As λ changes continuously in the disk Dα and µ /∈ σess(λ∆),
the RHS of (7.9) provides the LHS with one and the same meromorphic con-
tinuation to a neighborhood of µ. Therefore µ remains a pole of the mero-
morphic continuation, which is equivalent to the inclusion µ ∈ σd(λ∆) by the
assertion 6.
7. Let λ be a non-real number in the disk Dα. Consider the projection
P = s-lim
ǫ↓0
iǫ(∆− µ0 − iǫ)−1
onto the eigenspace of the selfadjoint operator ∆. Suppose that µ0 ∈ R and
µ0 /∈ σ(λ∆) (then µ0 6= νj for all j ∈ N). Therefore, for any F,G ∈ A the RHS
of (7.9) is an analytic function of µ in a neighborhood of µ0. The equality (7.9)
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implies that (PF,G) = 0. The set A is dense in L2(M), and hence P = 0.
Thus ker(∆− µ0) = {0}.
Now we assume that µ0 ∈ R and µ0 ∈ σd(λ∆). Then the resolvent (λ∆− µ)−1
has a pole at µ0. The sets κλ[A] and κλ[A] are dense in L2(M). Hence there
exist F,G ∈ A, such that µ0 is a pole for the RHS of (7.9). The equality (7.9)
implies that (PF,G) 6= 0, and thus ker(∆− µ0) 6= {0}.
8. The RHS of (7.9) with ℑλ > 0, and therefore the LHS, being defined on
the dense subset A of L2(M), has limits at the points R \ σ(λ∆) as µ tends
to the real line from C+. Since the set R ∩ σ(λ∆) is countable, the Laplacian
∆ has no singular continuous spectrum, e.g. [25, Theorem XII.20]. ✷
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